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SG Aconlmu-nicates with .clubs UNITE strikes back
By Jenny Torline
The Xavier Newswire
During the first few weeks
of this semester, the _Student
Government Association
formed a mentoring program
with the clubs they currently
fund.
SenatorJoe Booth explained,
"Thepurpose[ofthementoring
program]istoopenthelinesof
communication between the
Senate and clubs."
Althoughasimilarprogram
failed two years ago, senator
Michael Clemons helped to
bring the issue before the Senate again because he feels that
this line of communication is
important to make SGA more
representative of the student
body. This is something he

thinks past senates did not ac- · tise to "help them keep funccomplish.
tioning so they can keep getAlthou gh he was first ting funded."
againstthe program because it
Senator Gretchen Bernard
failed in the past, Booth now also sees value in this program
feels that it is a good idea be- in the fact that you can "better
cause it is being .run much coordinate the goals of differbetter and the senators are - ent clubs."
puttinginmoreeffortthistime
She gives the example of
at making the program work. combiningtheeffortsofdiffer__ .Thepartthesenatorsplayin,, entv<;>h,~~teercl,u~sdutjngth~
this program is to attend at Christmas season as one way
leastonemeetingorevent held senators might be able to offer
by the four clubs they mentor their help.
each month. After this event,
Clemons, who is helping to
they complete a questionnaire oversee this program, has alconcerning their impressions ready personally visited close
on how well the club is being to thirty clubs to get a feel of
run.
what they think of the new
Clemons stresses that the program.·
senators are not at the meet'We should go out and see
ings to watch over the clubs, what people need from us," he
but rather to offer their exper- said.

tionsofficer of UNITE, said the
organization is contributing as
much as possif?le to get differOnceagain, United Students ent cultures together.
Concerned With Cultural
HermanhasalsosentinforPrejudice and Racial Division mation to many top 100 col[UNITE] is back and its plans . leges across the nation about
- for this fall arebiggerand better his organization to see if other
than ever.
schools 'may be interested in
Jonathan Herman, founder forming their own chapter of
of UNIJ'.E,, sa,iq m()r.e p~~ti~!-. UNITE'. _. _ _ .. _
pa ti on within this club is ex- The club is throwing a Halpected this year because they loweenpartySaturday,Oct.31,
have many new members.
for all students at 10:00 p.m. in
Herman said he would like the Downunder.
to see students at Xavier beAlso, Nov. 2, there will be a
come aware of cultural and panel discussion to determine
racial problems.
how to overcome racial barri"What I'm trying to do is ers and discuss other related
talkaboutthe potential we have issues.
.
to change things on campus,"
UNITE has meetings every
Herman said.
·
other Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
Dawn Howard, public rela- the Terrace Room.
By Kathleen Rolfes
The XavierNewswire

Xavier students donate blood
blood.
single donation can be used for
Ballarcl uses students to re- up to four different recipients.
cru!t people to donate blood. . "Hoxworth is the premier
On Monday,October26, the She is also trying to get the blood bank," said Kim JackHoxworth blood, drive was clubs atXavier to help increase son,anurseworkingthedrive,
held here at Xavier to obtain thenumbers. Thiswouldcount "it sets the standards for the
blood for the Greater Cincin- asa community service project rest of the country."
for the clubs involved.
"Today was great, we did
nati area.
The average amount of _really well." said Jackson, "We
The drive was coordinated
by Stephanie Ballard from blood;received. from the.drive had one hundred and fifteen
peoplesignuparidonlytumed
Hoxworth with ·the help df held a.t Xavier. is.-a~-ut
Sylvia Bessegato, acting vice- -hundred pints of blood. The down around ten." - president of Student Develop- one held Monday achieved
''Ididn'tfeelanythingatall,"
ment.
ninety-three pints.
said senior donor Pete Collins,
The drive is held. twice a 'We usually do real well in "I sat-for fourty-five minutes,
year, once in the fall, and once terms of donations," said got up ancl felt fine; It was no
in the spring. The spring event Bes5egato.
big deal." _
_
is called the University of
"It gives me a good feeling
Hoxworth uses about an
Cincinnati/ Xavier Blood average of three hundred pints to know I'm helping," said
Shoot Out and it is held to see of blood a day to take care of Megan Jacks<>n, student dowhich school donates more the local blood needs, One nor.
By Raymond Romanos
The Xavier Newswire

one .

Cultures come together in Kelley
By Kathleen Earley
The Xavier Newswire
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Momecoming Previe'UJ

SAC electrifies kick-off Donuts and dates served up

·By Dan Sigward

The laser show, run by Brian

By Louis Peters

to get everyone rallied up for Each couple will receive gift
.· . thedanc;eSaturday night," said certificates to local restaurants
Nov. 2, the· Monday ·of take place at 9:30 p.m.
Claes.
· and Showcase Cinemas.
Homecoming Week, SAC will
'.fhe show is tentatively
The homecoming festivities
Attention early risers! SAC
The event is organized by
sponsor two special entertain"." scheduled to take place at the is sponsoring a free continen- continue in the evening with SAC members Jonathan Jones
mentevents, a steel drum band . Cohen Center, where the la- tal breakfast Tuesday, Nov. 3, the Dating Game. An annual and Barb Denicola.
concert arid a laser show.
ser5 wiil be set up on the out- from8 to lOa.m. Coffee, juices, homecoming event, the Dating
"The Dating Game gives
The steel drum band, Car- door basketball courts. When doughnuts, assorted pastries Game will take place in the people an opportunity to have
ibe, will perform in the Mus- the site of the laser show is and bagels will be served in the Downunder from 9 to 11 p.m. fun in an area where people
. keteer Inn from 12:30 - 2:30 definitely decided upon, it will Alter and CBA lobbies.
Hosted by Xavier student are sometimes reluctant," said
p.m~
.
.·
. be publicized by SAC.
SAC member Jill Claes is Rondie Simpson, the game Jones.
Although it is rare that
"We've selected the Classic organizing the event and has gives students a fun way to
Applications to participate
bands perform in the· Muske- Rock show which includes high hopes for its success. This find a date. Bachelors and in the Dating Game are availteer Inn, Caribe's performance Pink Aoyd, u2, Def Leppard, is the first time a breakfast has bacheloreti:es may question the able at the Information Desk
could be· a stepping stone to INXS, The Cure, The Grateful been part of the homecoming ·contestants for about 30 min- and the SAC office in the Unifuture events there according Dead, and Guns 'n Roses," festivities. "These events are utesand then choose their date. versity Center.
to the event's organizer said laser show organizer Barb
Daphne Morgan.
Carrol.
''We're going to try to· do
This year will be the first
officebeginningNo'v.1. Prizes
more in ·.the Grill;"· said ·Mor- year that this laser show has By Erin Lampe
· will be awarded 'to the first
gan.
taken place at Xavier.
The Xavier Newswire
three plots that the cows fertilFriday, Nov. 6 at Cohen
ize.
· Field there will be a bonfire,
McHugh said, "This event
hayride and cowpie bingo all
will last only as long as mother
Smith, co~hairperson of
By Erin Lampe .
to the beat of the Modulators.
nature takes to run her course."
. ·Homecoming Week.··
The Xavier NewsWire
These events will begin at
"We are having three cows,
. The rally will end at_the
9p.m. and end at la.m. Beer,
provided by Joe Glassmeyer",
grill at Spm, just in time for
Wednesday; from· 1lam to
cider, hot chocolate and other
said McHugh.
2pJ1l students c~n, get.free · · Laser Disc Karaoke. Accordrefreshments will be provided
"This the first event of it's
homecoming haircuts in thf;? . . ing to Ted Kolbus, Karoke
attheevents.BrianReddenand
kind at Xavier, though it has
Uniyer~ity Center, on a first . ' event chair, this is the first
been a great success at other
Daphne Morgan are co-chairs
event of this its kind to take ·
come first sel'Ve basis; > :.
of. the bonfire arid hayride. .
schools and we are hoping for
Bingo chair.
tater that day, SAC is ·
placein the grill. It will run
"We expect to get a bigger
Cow pie bingo entails di- the same success here, so that
sponsoring a Road Rally,
from Sp.m.-11 p,m.
.
draw having the events on Fri- viding a fenced in area into this eventcan become an anaccording to MarVin Tarry,
According to Kolbus, SAC day verses a weeknight," said squared qffplots,whichcan be nual happening," said
event chairperson,·" to
was•trying.to encourage the
Marilyn McHugh, Cow Pie purchased for $1 in the SAC McHugh.
challenge your mind as well
jlmiors and seniors that don't
asyour driving skills." This
normally attend campus
will begin at 6p.m. at the SAC events to come to this event,
office and end at Sp.m. in the by d!viding the drinking arid
Musketeer Grill. Sign-ups
· the underage sections so that
start in the SAC office Nov. 1: under and over 21 year olds
By Heather Sodergren
like they will be a fun band to Homecoming t-shirts are also
Each teamma:y have· no more can both get up and take a
The Xavier Newswire ·
have. So, when we looked over available for $6.
''We are giving tumblers to
than 5 peo
. pie ina car. ·
chance at karaoke. .
theirvideosagain this year, we
. Xavier'shomeeomingdance chose them."
students buying tickets, but
will be held at the Convention
''The band is the number one only on a first come first serve
"It's a lot like a Scavenger
"In my mind; karaoke is
Hunt, but it has a specific
going to be the highlight of
Ce.nter on. Satu.rday, Nov. 7 dance band in the country," basis," said Smith, ''We only
route to follow," said Jen
the week,"said Kolbus.
e
from 9 p.m. untill a:m.
added Allison Tragesser, co- ordered 800. tumblers as o~
posed tolastyear's 1000glasses
because we had left-overs last
<
>
year.,"
Tickets will be on sale
"We're . trying. different · 'Xavier's colors.· Last year the Alumni Dance.
ByBridgetHuinbert
progranuru.·ngtogeteveryone colorswereivoryand.emerald
''We had a problem with Mondaythru Friday from noon
.The Xavier Newswire
involved,11 sh~ said, "l hope and. we wanted to be more stud ents not being a ble.to get until 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. until 7 .
"Up up and• away.. /' Ok, alot of people come, it will be school spirited," said Jen Smith into the Alumni Dance in the p.m., and students may .pick
well not quite away but close really fun!"
..· · · .·
.
co~hair o( the event.
past, and so we worked up directions to thedarice when
enough;Asoneof theactivities
'The balloon is being rented
·The band Innovation will something out. with Tim purchasing tickets.
"Last year about 975 people
during homecoming week, from· Balloon Impressfoj\s· o1 move dancers on the floor t<>'a Ranagan so tickets will be
SAC (StudentS Activity Couh- AII\elia,Ohio.,Tobesetupand college· rock beat. SAC is supplied at the door," Smith attended, close to 1000, and we
are hoping for about the same
di) will be hosting hot air bal- ready to go by 1:30; rides Yfill looking forward to Innovatio11 said.
loon tether rides.
·
be given forapproxiinately.2 playing at the .band because
While at the dance, refresh- tum out. As many people that
On Thursday, No:v. 5th, a hours. ,Junior SAC~ member . they have a wide variety and a ments such as chips and pret- want to go to the dance can
zelswillbeprovided. Students go," Smith said, ''We also hope
hot air balloon attached to a · Jennifer Smith believes .the large following. ··
''We wanted to get them last rriay also purcha5e non-alco-' that clubs will come out and
long cord will take peopl~ on a event will be a huge success.
thfillrideupeightstories. The ·.''This is something new that year, but theyhad some pro~ holicdrinksoralcoholicdrinks support our school function."
Students are encouraged to
event will take place at COhen SAChasnevertriedbeforeand lems with booking, of course for those ofage.
field,·the ride will.only cost l thirikitwill ahracfal()t of J.D.Currentwasgreatandnow
Thedanceis$20percouple, practice safety on homecoming ·
.
$1'.00a person... · ·
· ~ttentionarid$etalotQfpeople we'll,, haye Im~1ov~~ion th~s ~r$12forasingleticket, w~ch night.
.Said Smith, "Responsible
5c?J.lhomore S~C mem~r ·. mvo~yed:tl\at~om,tallywo~ld '. y~ar, said Srru~' In th~~r: 1s.thesa1Jleaslastyear'spnce..
~gie VerJtan:tp -1s: the·· c~1r~ ::: ·. nOt participate· in. our 'activi.; · v1d~s th~~ ha!e ~lo~ ~f audi- .. · Tickets. wen~ on sale on M~n drinking is encouraged. Ifyou .
~~ C?f the ~!~~!~~- '. . ' :.·:_r~ .. ~. J!~tJ!~!~ .Y~~~n.ll>'. .:"..'.: : .... ~!le~ ~~~~~pa~on ~na.•t 100k~ day, Oct. 26 m .the SAC office. drink, don't drive home.'.'

·The Xavier Nwswire

Wi~throp _Int~m.<l~ion_al, .will .

The Xavier Newswire

Excitement burns at Cohen Field

·Rev 'em.up on Wednesday

Dance into night with Innovation

Fl · . . . th/SAc

.· >y away w1. ·

·· ·· · · ·
"'''·.

J.

~~~~~:~:r~~~ :~$!iE-:~~°:'~

·---------~-----:· ___ ¥t~r-~~teJ!!~s.you·:up:buaJaearse.
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Club Notes

New club dances
through campus ·
By Tom Klemens

The Xavier Newswire
Xavier University has a new
club. Tentatively called, The
Dancers, theclub~sconstitution
has. recently. beell passed by
Senate. ·
The Dancers .is actually an
older club that had previously
existed at Xavier .several years
ago but had dissolved.
Recently two Xavier students, Christine Butler and
Nicole Paige, have resurrected
the club from its dormant state
and are infusing it with new
life.
They have also gotten
DebOra Jones,.Jobe and Cynthia
Bellinger to be the co-advisors
for the club.
·
The purpose of The Dancers
is to provide opportunities to
dance for interested students.

Auditions for The Dancers
are open to all and signs will
be posted throughout campus
for more information.
The Dancers has received
permission to per:form ~<?t:fQur
minutes during halftime. at
men'sand women's basketball.
games.
However, they will not
perform during holiday and
univer5ity breaks. . ·
In s1'ort; The Dancers is a
group committed to having a
good time. When asked why.
she decided to bring back The Sure air bags work great in frontDancers, Paige said, "Al- end collisions, but only a safety
thoughdifferentstudentshave belt can protect you from side and
different interests, I think rear-end c()llisions; So buckle up.
dance is a universal activity And you11 ajver all the angles.
everybody can enjoy ... it's a WIJCOll.DlUllNALOl'FmlAIJUMM'£
great way to relieve stress..I
BllClllE•SAFETYBEll
want to create more spirit for ranueinlamaioo.callt1reAktnl)&a.ik1Sakf'l/k;line:BIXJ.424-!JJ93
. the school and to have some ""'APUbl,cSeMCeOI
USIJepanmcol • " "
~~ ThlsPubhcation
olTranSOOJldbOn ,,,~.
••
fun.''.
.,

NOW HIRING
STUDENT BARTENDERS
,·.

--.

·,_

"

'.·'. __·
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WORK AT XAVIER EVENTS
AS A BARTENDER!
EARN $6.25 AN HOUR!
TRAINING PROVIDED~
~-

t, ~" -~
XAVIER.STUDENTS
RECEIVE A 10°/o DISCOUNT
ON ANY PRESCRIPTION.
Just show your student 1.0.
NEW STORE HOURS

7 AM - 11 PM DAILY

ALL APPLICANTS MUST BE 21.

Pick up an application at the
Information Desk. All applications
must be submitted by Nov. 6th.

PHARMACY HOURS

8 AM- lOPM
MON. -FRI.

9 MI - 6 PM
SAT. AND SUN.

Walgreens

---~------~-~------

PRESENT THIS AD AND RECEIVE $2.00 OFF ANY NEW .OR
TRANSFERRED PRESCRIPTION
.

AVAILABLE AT JSGI Rl!ADING llD.
LOCATION (AVONDALE) ONLY.·

MAllMICllT Al.WAH ON DllJT

. __................. . --·-·-··"' .................... -.... -- ........ -·· --- .
~-

OPEN 1 DAYS A 'wD!x

Being forced to watch Friday the 13th movies

-- .........-..... .. -.. -·---·· .......--.....--······-··-···-····· ..... - .... - . _.. ------- ...... -- .. --·- .. --- ---- - -- --_
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Spotlight:
By Raymond Romanos

The Xavier Newswire
.

During the Reggae Fest a
· security guard was standing
by an open door in the armory
·talking· to someone; · Most
people. have a certain fear of
uniforms·and don't approach
of~cer~. _If ~ven a chanct;?, an..
·interesting conversation: can
occur between an officer and a
civilian;
Her name is Amy .Peeden,
and she is only ·20 years old.
She feels it is important for·
people to know her age be-:
cause she is not totally removed
· from the students that she pr<>".'
tects.
. "Not all officers are old
farts," she said.
Peeden feels that her age can
be used to her advantage,· "I
can relate and educate," said
Peeden.
·
Peeden is the Crime Prevention Officer for the.Xavier
security;
"I've got the best of both
worlds because I've got a career, but I'm still young" explained Peeden, "And that's

Officers are not untouchables
why I think I'm good for the
position of crime prevention
officer. I don't look down on
any of the students asa mother
ora father. How could I? Some
of these people are older than
me."
; ., Born and raised in Cincinnati, Amy Peeden started her
career as a security officer at
the age of _18. She worked at
the Terrace Hilton full tiine and
came into contact with other
police officers (not necessarily
from working at the Hilton)
and was interested in progressing further.
She found outabouta sponsoring program at Xavier for
the police academy from ·a
Cincinnati police officer She
then spoke with Chief Couch
and ·set up a series of· interviews.
·
While attending the academy, she worked for Xavier·
part-time or what is called the
Cohen position. This enables
an auxiliary officer to work
while going through the academy; Her first job as an auxiliary officer was writing parking violations, "everybody
loved me," she said sarcasti-

. co Ille Hear .
·EDWARD BERNAYS
Father of Public Relations
-and one of LIFE magazine's·
100 most influential people
of the 20th century.
WHEN:

MONDAY, NOV. 2, 1992
10:30 - 11:30 A.M.

WHERE:

UNIVERSITY CENTER THEATRE

Sponsored by: Xavier's Public Relations Student
Society of America

TAKE THE KEYS

CAll ACAB.
TAKE ASTANO..

fRlfNOS OON'I

lH fRlfNOS ORIVf ORUNK

cally.
When Peeden graduated
she wanted a full-time
position and found out that
the Crime Prevention office
was open. She chose this
because "it was more of a
challenge, a lot more resp0n-

Officer Amy Peeden

sibility and it_ also gives me
an opportunity to be in
contact with the community;
ie, students, professors." .
When she first came into this
position,' Peeden noticed that
there were a few things that
needed to be done. All of
which dealt with some form of
communication- or lack there
of.
"Communication between
each individual officers, our
department as a whole, and
students is not what it should
, be;'' she said, "The students
should feel half-way comfort~
able to going to at least at few
the officers in our department,
if not all of them, we need to
get to know each other in order
to destroy stereotypes.-if you
don't have a communication
then you don't have a relationship." .
"We need communication,
whether it is a concern or a real
crime," explained Peeden.
Peeden saw that the de~
partment was efficient. "One
·department would be trying to
do one thing while the other
would be doing the same thing) want to unify things as best as
possible."
She is trying to implement a
few programs on campus with
the help of other departments.
"I'm trying to pull everyone
togetner so that we do have
resourcesand those·communication lines to be opened," she
said.
·
·

"I am a resource, I am here
for these people. I want people
to be able to come up to me and
say 'Peeden, we've seen this
happen and this happen."'
During .Crime Prevention
Week, the students wanted a
:self defence class. It turned
out to be a success and Peeden
is trying to coordinate a continuation .of the .. course.. But
'there is a gap with communications, she explaned.
"People paint a very pretty
picture of this campus... don't
getmewrongthisisa beautiful
campus, but there are a lot of
misconceptions-there are
things that are are not talked
about therefore, people do not
talk ... for example, sex, drugs,
rapes," she explained, "I feel
thatifotherstudentsdon'thear
that it's being talked about it
they're not going to talk. They
feel they can't talk about it because no one else has."
"I do want to stay at Xavier
for a few reasons," explained
Peeden, "I feel that I can make
a difference here, I also .feel
that I have some good ideas
and I want to see them work."
Peeden is also taking a class
in American sign language at
Xavier. "I want to stay and get
a degree in criminal justice."
She feels that this will help her·
in her field of work.
Peeden also wants to "make
it extremely difficult for the
chief to replace me." That is
replace her motivating factors
in implementing programs.
"I like doing something that
is self rewarding for the campus, I'm not doing this for me,"
she said;
Xavier security force is in a
very tough position, they have
to act as both a protector of the
campus, and to uphold campus
rules. Thus they are bound to
take a lot of flack. One of the
problems with this is the alcohol policy. "If the drinking age
was 18 ... we'd be loved."
"The type of job of which I
work you have no idea what
you are going to do from day
to day," she said.
"I'm not real pleased at how
some students treat officers,
like at the Blues Fest, some of
the students were chanting FU-fi ve-0." she explained.
"Personally, from me, I
wouldn't treat anyone else in a
way that I wouldn't want to be
treated myself."
.
"It's not a pet-peeve thatthe
students call us X.U. five-0there are always going to be
nick names... I. think that we
could use it in a pro-active
way." she said;

SENATE

notes
10/26/1992
Senate decided to extend
the deadline on· the Senate
mentoring program inorder
to enable all clubs to be in
contact, w.ith their senator
mentor. The deadline has
been pushed back two weeks:
the previous deadline was
Nov.1.
Some other topics which
Senate discussed today were
the parking situation, the
possibility of cable T.V. in
the
residence
halls,
Earhtcare's Senate recycling
day(Nov.9),asignforXavier
on Interstate 71, and an all
night student study space.
Thanks to all of you who
have called the Senate Hotline, your input is invaluable!
If you have any other issue or
concern which you would
like Senate to address, please
call the Hot-line at 745-4269.
compiled by Benson Wright,
Legislative Vice-President

'By.~~#~itini)~:f(···.>·,_,
The· XtiVier:NedJswfre •·· ·
••.•··.·······TheViCe President of

::~~?c.~~~~~i~feW~~1 be

· hoklil.1g/open n)~etings
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. p()Si ti{)n .. ·.
.
> q'he.firsfofthese
sessiotjs\Vill t~ke piase i_n
.··the Terrace Room from

.4 :30 f>,fi1; unlit 2:45'p.m;

wi thfyis'. .$ylvia)3essega to,

. Th~ ·second Open 5ession
will be.with candidate Dr.
··Lon Kriner,in the Terrace
.~oom, frdrh1 :30 p'.rn; u1Hil

···:~.~~I&·&~~~~.:·
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•S.tuc:l.ef\fpt?y~l6.piilent will
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Student government
ne,eds ·improvement

The most joyous occasion in American culture has come
around the mountain once again, as it does every four
years:· the presidential election~· - Many of our ancestors
havefought tooth and nail fo_r this right, but it is something
we take for granted.
The right to vote is an in!;titution most of us have been
raised in and accepted as an almost natural and inborn
right. We pride ou.rselves as a .nation that we include
e".~ryone ,wlto c,h<?,O~S. to paniqpat~. ill tit~ polls. But
because many_ groups. of people ~o. not vote_ as-a block
(young adults, .the poor, the uneduca~ed), government
officials are forced ~o ca.t~r_towards ~ose groups which
vote as a block (seruor citizens, members of the National
Rifle Association, the rich). This creates a skewed representation of "the people's needs," which is something the
government is supposed to address.. _. _ -The purpose of government is allocate limited resources
to satisfy (as efficiently as possible) the people's unlimited
wants.and rieeds .. Unfortunately, the.people who are in
dire need of r~presentation are the same ones .who don't
vote. · Many of these people have had the cards stacked
against them from the beginning and have no understanding of how checking a certain box on a ballot can change
their lives.
.Who can blame them. These are the same people who's
neighborhoods are overrun with crack, the same people
who's Welfare check only lasts until the riext one arrives,
the same people whose brothers and sisters have been
victims of violent crimes and have ·§een the criminals
escape with a slap on the wrist, the same people who see
the American dream asa figment of their imagination. This
-is why they don't.vote. What good .will itdo?.
As college students, we also fall into this category. We
never 'see our idea,ls thrown. into action~_ But right now we
are the most dangerous we w.ill e:ver be: we are educated

of the Senate shouted;
11nd ideali-.tic.
.
·
.- · ,
"Everyone shut up!" The
We are young and naive enough to think we can solve
meeting was out of order
the worlds problems, but old enough to see how past
and no.one was listening
attempts
at, this have failed. We are brave enough to
From the outside, it looks as if the Student to the Legislative Vicesuggest new methods of problem solving, yet timid enough
Government As5ociation is having difficul- Pres id en t. ·-I noticed
not to implement our plans of action; We live one of the
ties as the.principle agency of student repre- Senators arriving late, not
greatest
paradoxes of all time: we want ~hange so bad we
sentation in university government. Specifi- attending at all and paycan taste it, but we are unwilling to help make the change.
cally, the legislative branch of theSGA (which ing-little attention to .-the
Break this paradox, start a long-lasting trend: VOTE!
includes the Student Body President, two Legislative Vice-Presi-M.A.
Vice-Presidents;and the Student Senate) ap- dent for the order of busipears to be having continuous complica- ness at hand. The Legistions representing the voice of the. student lative Vice-President has been quoted as rences eXhibit a lack of organization on the
population; Perhaps the following guide- saying, "Attendance is lousy." Through part of Xavier University's Student Senate.
lines for improvement will initiateappropri- ·most of themeetings the Legislative ViceBut how do we repair the problems at hand?
ate modifications in _the ·following areas: President has little control over the Sen- · First of all, each Senator (with the exception of
training, controlling and organizing.
· ate· as a whole. It seems as though the one, maybe two) should sit at home and read
Training proves to be·the major ingredi- predominant question t~t Senators ask R,obert's Rules of Order. This is the Senate's
ent- for. success -within- any-organization. is"whatisgoingon?" I believe this also haridbookforthe legislative principleswhich
-.
· .
Senators must understand the basic legisla- stems from a lack, of knowledge with · we have discussed. ·
tive principles of their association in order to regard to the legislative principles menNext, theSfudent Body President must train
promote an efficient productive Senate tioned earlier:
all of the committee chairpersons adequately
meeting. During the Oct. 12th Senate meetFinally, organization emerges as a enough to preform their responsibilities
ing, the entire Senate spent three minutes in sizable.obstade which the Senate has yet properly. The_· Legislative Vice-President
an attempt todetermineifa majorityor2/3 to overcome. I have heard the mentor shouldalsositathomeandreadRobert'sRules
vote was needed to ratify a constitution.
·programde5cribedasawatchdogpolicy of Order, while he contemplates.the•use of his
By this point in time, everyone has heard by some members of the Senate, and at gavel-in the future. . -.
of the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority problems the same moment depicted as q~ite the
Finally, each Senator must prepare for each
with the Senate. -The sorority was outraged .opposite by another Senator. How does. -meeting in advance and make a commitment
by derogatory comments placed on their the Senate expectto enact a program t~ attend; This will provide for active d~scus
constitution (which was in the proce5s _ of .properly when there are questions with s1onof the issues and abetterunderstandmg of
being revised) by a member of theStuderit regard to its premise?
the current programs and agendas; Also, it is
Senate. The truth of the matter is that the
.Few Senators even.commerit on the the responsibility of thestud_entpopulation to
revised copy should have never been seen issue5 being discussed at the time. Orily · askquesti~nsof their Senators and notify them
by the members of the Sorority.. As a matter a handful of the Senate's members com- ofany problems which they feel are meaningful
of policy; the Constitutions Committee ment ~tall during.any given 1n:eeting: and should be addressed; .
chairperson should have looked at the revi- The Budget chairperson described the _-_ If allofthese sl1ggestioris are taken into
sions arid then spake directly to the sorority.· · operation of approving and- reviewing· consideration, _the Student Government. AsA lack of training is evident. budgets dt1ring the suD1Dler as "crazi- S()Ciation as a whole will profit from the time
Dilring the Oct. 5th meeting, one member ness that went on." . All of these occur- and attention it ~eserves; - -•· .
By Joel Handorf
Guest columnist

1

X1vler UnlvtNlty la ·an 1cademlc
CIDINIUftlty Clllmmitted to; equ1I
opportunity for all penona repnlleu
of op. 1ex. race, _religion, handicap,
or n1tlonlll oripl.

· The:day·you actually recogni~e·cafeteria food.
' ' 'I''~,~ "~ • ' : • '

.Midwestern Collegfate Co[l(ere~nce
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·Lady Muskies,·Notre Dame battle for MCCfame
By Emmett Prosser

The Xavier Newswire
The 5core is tied, it's the bottom of the ninth and it's time
for the big one. Sorry, wrong
sport.
But if you had to describe
The Xavier Lady MusketeersNotre Dame soccer game on
Friday night at 6 p.m. that is
whatitmeans inbaseballlingo.
AwinonFridaygivesXsole
possession of first place.and an
MCC cup. A tie or a loss and
ND goes home with thecrown.
X tuned up for the big showdown, defeating Butler 1-0 last
Wednesday. They then fell fo
the Lady Coloniels of George
Washington 2-1 on Sunday.
Thevic~oryoverthe Lady Bulldogs improved X's conference
mark to 3~0-1.
·
Barbi Harris scored the only
goal of the contest late in the
first half. Harris· now has 15
goals on theseason. The strong
X defense, dominated again

despite having players banged
up with injuries and goalkeeper Kekey Ervickrecorded
her sixth shutout of the year.
"We started off slow," !;)aid
sophomore Heather Vrbancic.
"But once we got in the swing
and scored, we played better.
Harris added an assist in· the
GW contest. Fellow freshman
Jodi Garrison accounted for X's
only tally on Sunday afternoon.
"We had the same problem
in that game as we have had all
year," Vrbancic said. "We
couldn't finish."
"We didn't play to win,"
said junior Sue Vogel. "We
played not to lose."
· IfXdoesnottakeadvantage
of their offensive chances, ND
will look to take advantage of a
mistake or breakdown and try
to tum it into an easy score.
Cheap goals have taken the air
out of the balloon more than
once this season.
"We have to come out
strong," said Vrbancic. "Giv-

ing them (ND) one inch is like
giving them a yard.''
The brutal schedule that XU
has played this season should
prepare them for a war as
physical as this game could be.
Though the Lady Muskies
record.is not what may have
been expected at the beginning
of the year, the 9-8-1 showing
against one of the tougher
schedules in the nation is respectable.
Still, X has yet to win against
a top team this season. ND
was ranked number 15 in the
last poll.
The Lady Irish put an NCAA
bid out of reach last season
when it beat X; The Lady
Muskies are in position to do
the same this season, and put
an MCC trophy in theca'se back
on Victory Parkway. ·
Vogel, whomayhavealittle
extra incentive; because she
will battle her sister on the field
, summed it up best.
"This game is huge."

Tricia Feldhaus (1) approaches a George Washington
player in XU's 2-1 loss to the Coloniels.

Xis wounded and winning
ment ·injury during the same Fieldhouse tonight at 7:30 p.m.
match dnd is questionable for
Nunn added; "We're very .
the rest of the season, Senior equal to Dayton; we should
The Xavier Newswire
tri~captain Jennifer Nunn said
definitely beat them, and we've .
After spending the weekthat they should have beaten made the adjustments to do
end in the Hoosier state, the
the Lady Aces, but.they were just that."
XU volleyballers corrie home
greatly improved, and the
Sophomore middle blocker
to the comforts of Schmidt
Muskie offense was ineffective Missy Ha thorn leads the MCC
·in blocks with 91 and a 1.20
Fieldhouse. The Xavier Lady in the match.
spikersbeatMCCrivalButler
.InthewinagairisttheButler average. The volleyball
in five tough games, but
·Blue, Zang and sophomore teamranks 14th in the nation
suffered a disappointing loss
outside hitter Jill Perry knocked with an average of 19.36 dig!? ., ·
in four games to Evansville
down 12 kills apiece;
per game. 'Senior tri-captain
Lady Purple Aces. The...
· Seniortri-captain Andi Van Mary Nock leads the Muske-·
women increased their
Winkle help the· Musketeer teers in dig average with 3.7.
record to a nifty 17-7 for the
cause with 1lkills of her own.
Halloween weekend will
season.
The Muskie defense was provide many tricks and perlnjuries had plagued the · impressive as Perry arid Zang haps some treat for opponents
women during this part of the had 20and 14digsrespectively. · as the women travel to West
"The injuries are bringing Virginia fortwo matches. The
season. Junior middle blocker
Gwen Zang twisted her ankle us doser. We'll ·play even West Virginia Lady Mounduring the Evansville match, better,becausewehavetostick taineers will face the Muskies
but continued to play. Junior: together," exl:'lained Nunn.
on Friday. St. Bonaventure is
outside hitter Terry Blunk suf-. : ' . ··The XU diggers face. ¥SC ' the. next vi~tim for the awefered ananteriorcruciateliga-:;,,foe··,Dayton·:.. ··at . Schmidt some Muskie defense;
By Pete MacArthur .

'••·

,, .._ ./ ' .Trick or treating in Norwood;
- - - .: •• _
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After two magical comebacks, Braves New~wire
wand fails to pull out another victory Sports
just improbable, they were ashe never woke up. Line drive tronomical.
Veteran Blue Jay Dave
single, two runs score, Braves
win, Atlanta moves on, Pitts- Winfield calmed the storm
burgh is stunned. Barry Bonds when he laced a twooutdouble
fell to the ground, this was no down the third base line to
score Joe Carter and Roberto
dream.
World Series, Game· six, Alomar in the 11th inning, Jays
ninth inning. Two outs two 4 war chant demi-Gods 2.
on. Otis Nixon, who didn't While Ted Turner and Jane
Fonda kissed,
even get to
prayed, and
play in last
hoped for a
season's postmiracle, the
season classic,
Braves started
because of a
another
drug suspendream sesion, found a
quence.
brand new
With
a
high when he
runner on
singled in befirst, Damon
tween third
Berryhill hit a
and short to
double play
tie the game
ball
that
and send the
skipped over
contest in to
A·lfredo
extra innings.
Griffin's
Nixon's
glove (Lind,
single was off
did .you see
Tom Henke,
that?), first
The Blue Jay
and third, norelief ace who
body
out.
had
not World Series MVP Pat Borders
blown a save
JohnSmoltz,a
pitcher, pinch
opportunity
since July 24th.
ran for Berryhill, .and was sacIt was the first and only run rificed to second. Brian Hunter
given up by the Toronto hit a ground ball to the right
bullpen in the entire series. The side to score Blauser, up comes
odds of the second Atlanta Otis Nixon with the chance to
ninth inning uprising were not be the hero again. It had the
If Francisco was dreaming,

Emmett
Prosser
Sports Editor
Lightning struck once, then
it struck twice, but lightning
striking three times for the Atlanta Braveswasonlyadream.
Twice, the Braves Tomahawked their way to two feisty
ninth inning rallies to stay alive
in the post-season.
Unlikely baseball peons,
were upgraded to lords or
kingsduring these battles. And
jewels of the other team turned
to stone.
·
Jose Lind, the probable gold
glove winner at second base,
commitsanerrortoputrunners
on first and third base. After
two flyouts and a walk, the
bases were loaded, two were
out and Francisco Cabrera
stepped into the batters box,
his Braves facing elimination.
Francisco Who? Johnny,
check your program, who was
this guy? Cabrera batted 10
times this season, he had three
hits this year and a second
straight voyage to the Series
seemed only a dream.

makings of a third fairy tale
with a happy ending. I felt like
I was at the movies.
I had to be. First, Mike
Timlin (how many~ple have
heard of that guy), gets summoned from the pen by ManagerCito Gaston. Gaston made
all the right moves in the series,
he coached his first fall classic,
like he had been in four. Then
Nixonlaysdown a bunt, a good
one down the first base line. It
looked as though he might beat
it out, but there would be no
joy in Mudville, Atlanta or
Turner Network Television.
Mighty Nixon was thrown out.
And whileTedandJanehad
a harder time falling asleep that
night than they did during the
play-off games, World Series
MVP Pat Borders, and the rest
of Canada started a party that
will last until the beginning of
next season.
WhydidTorontowin? Their
bullpen was as close to perfect
as you could come, giving up
one run in six games.
The Braves were not quite
as lucky. I don't think Jeff
Reardon will invite Ed Sprague
over anytime soon
Ted and Jane watched the
last dream come oh so close, to
coming true, but this was no
dream in Canada. Right side
up or upside down, the Blue
Jays were World Champions.

trivia
Pat Borders of the
Toronto Blue Jays was
named the 1992 World
Series Most Valuble Player
on Sunday night after the
Jays beat Atlanta 4-3. Who
was the last catcher to win
MVP of the fall.classic?
Send your answer to the
Publications house. 3937
Ledgewood Ave. Include
your name and phone
number, and address your
answer to Emmett Prosser.
No one answered the
last question, the answer
was the Stanford Cardinal.

Scholarships
Available
Call: .
•• .,.•'olc~·.1 ••·--o('<'"":"'.i.

";:.

Shumate & Associates

PORTFOLIOS
SPORTSBAGS
TRAVELBAGS
WALLETS

AND MUCH MORE !

"

For a recorded ·message
giving details

LEATHER GOODS SO - 70% OFF!!
BACKPACKS
BOOKB AGS
BRIEFCASES
HANDBAGS

-

,,-!

1-800:-42~55 l5.
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One win stands between firstplace and a top MCC seed
By Mike DiNicola

The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier men's soccer
team flew south a little early
this year.
The Musketeers landed in
south Florida last Friday (Oct.
23) not for an early vacation,
buttoparticipateintheStetson
Tournament. The four team
tourney featured two clubs
fromOhio,DaytonandXavier;
and two Florida teams, University of Central Florida and
host Stetson University.
X took on the two clubs from
downsouthandbrokeeven. X
dropped the opener to Central
by a 5-1 count and rebounded
I in the second game on Sunday
·(Oct. 25) by outlasting the host,
Stetson 4-3 in overtime;
The game versus Central is
one that got away. The teams
Photo by Holly Brooks
were even at the half 1-1.
Freshman Brian· Petz tied the
Dennis Fehr of XaVier attempts to take the ball aw(Jy from a
·score with an unassisted efWright State player earlier this year.
fort. What followed is difficult
to explain.

The X offense shut down been a scoring machine of late
for the last 90 minutes putting · tied the score with· four minthree shots on goal in the sec- utes remaining in the first half.
ond half. Simultaneously the
"ltseemsthatifDougTegge,
··defense self destructed allow- Petz or myself don't score this
ing four unanswered goals.
teamreallyhasproblems,"said
"The is not much of an ex- Mossel.
cuse," concurred senior capMossel helped avoid those
tain Brad Sullivan. "We played "problems" when he netted his
a great first half. In the second second goal to give X a one
half they finished their chances goal lead. Stetson forced overand had a few lucky goals."
time.
"It was the first time I ever
In overtime Hermans
saw our team quit," added shuttled several fresh bodies
junior Dennis Fehr.
on to the field. One of those
The break down was seri- fresh bodies was seldom used
ous enough that Hermans senior Greg Miller who
called a teammeetingafterthe notched his second goal of the
game. Captain Sullivan said, season.
"It was an open talk. EveryMiller's goal turned out to
one said what they thought be the game winner.
ThewinputX'sseasonmark
the problems were."
· The chat seemed to work at7-6-4. Thecomingweekfeabecausetheoffensecamealive tures contests at Marshall and
and the defense held its MCC foe Butler. A win over
ground against Stetson. Petz Butler would give the Muskies
opened the scoring for X with their first MCC title in soccer.
Fehr summed up the club's
another unassisted tally, but
the Muskies faltered and soon plan, ''We really want to win
found themselves trailing 2-1. the first MCC title for Xavier
Junior Mike Mossel, who has this year."
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Here are .some of the upcoming events planned for the
weeks ahead .
. On Sat.Nov. 7, the All For
One Classic will take place at 9
a.m at the O'Conner Sports
Center. This SK (3.1 mile) race
is being sponsored by the Recreational Sports
Office.
The pre-regis- .
tration fee is $8 ($4.
extra for T-shirt) .
Special Xavier stu. dent pre:-registration price is $6
which includes Tshirt.
Race day regis-,
trationfeeis$10($5
extra for. T-shirt)
·.··and includes: Food and drinks
after the race, and post race use
ofp0ol and shower in· OSC. All
pre-registration entries must be
' p<>st;..marked byNov.1 or you
.. ·can register on race:.day.
.Their are two divisions:
. open and Xavier. Open is di. vided into 12 age groups ranging from under-15 to 70 and
over. The Xavier division into
·students- men and women,
faculty I staff, and alumni-men
. and women. There will be
a\yards given to the winners of

each di vision at the conclusion
of the race..
You can pick up an entry
form anytime between now
and the day of the race at the
Recreational Sports Office in
theOSC.
On the evening of Nov.16,
the intramural championships
will be held for both men's and
women's Flag Football and
Soccer. This date is tentative
and may be changed if there is
inclement
weather.
On Thurs. Oct.
29 there will be a
captains meeting
for the 4 on 4 basketball league at 3
p.m. in the .OSC
classroom building.
Also the
deadline for registration has been
extended until this
date to allow those to enter
who may have forgot.
The Sports Center will be
closing early on Friday, Oct.30
due to the WEBN Run Like
Hell. All programs and facilities will· close at 3 p.m. Also
there will be no parking in the
lots adjacent to the Sports Center all day Oct. 30.
Finally, Russ Spicer, would
like to extend a special thanks
to all those who helped make
Timex Fitness Week such a
great success.

"'·.~'..

"'"
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'SEX' sells
By Jason McCord
Contributing writer
Madonna has finally outdone herself with the release of
her new book Sex. This 128page coffee table collection of
her fantasies went on sale Wed.,
Oct. 21 for a mere $49.99. This
book is a must s~ven if
only for the conversational
value.
The people that will be fani.iliar to you while browsing
through this erotic showcase
of heterosexuality, homosexuality, S&M performances, menage a trois, and a few combinations of these four, are such
famous faces as actress and
model, Isabella Rosellini, super-model Naomi Campbell,
and rappers Big Daddy Kane
and Vanilla Ice.
Al though ~he rumors. that

BOOK REVIEW
arc circulating are what makes
this book such a hot item, there
is one rumor that must be dissembled. In a picture of the
material girl with a dog, it is
not a questionofbestiality. The
only arousing thing in this
photograph is the pleasure the
dog is receiving from having
his belly rubbed. Other such
rumors will have to be weeded
out by the reader.
After flipping through the
book one time the central
theme, other than Madonna
announcing her _bisexuality
(not that this was a surprise), is
Madonna's beautiful narcissism in black and white for all
the world to see.
Although Sex is not for the
ultra-conservative (a.k~a.
Sheriff Simon Leis), there is a
certain intrigue at least iri' seeing this shocking and exciting
collection of erotic fantasies all
at your finger tips.
It always seems as if the.
skeptics voice their opinions a
little bit louder when they are
faced with something that they
do not understand or have
· never had to face, doesn't it?

-SEX,

Th~ Xavi~r Newswire

Players flying high··,:
with cuc·koo's Nest
By John McHale
Contributing writer

It's 8:00 on a Friday
night. I'm wearing a tie
and I find myself sitting
in an uncomfortable seat
watching thespia_ns.
No, f am not in New York,
sipping cappucino and gazing
at an interpretation of
Shakespeare done in the nude,
This uncomfortable seat is in
Cincinnati, right here on the
campus of Xavier University.
Thethespians,Xavier'sPlayers,
are performing Ken Kesey's
"One Flew Ove~ the C~ckoo's
Nest".
The play (if you haven't seen ·
the movie) sadly depicts the
life of patients at a Northwestem mental hospital. After the
admittanceofa rebellious IrishAmerican, the asylum is turned
upside down.
Christopher Goetz, in his
last production at Xavier, cap-

McMurphy, the crazed rebel I
mentioned earlier. GC>etzadds
a dynamic feel that the audience responds to• enthusiastically. The comic relief that he
adds to, a long with the somber
mode of the script, makes the
night a rollercoaster of emotioris;
. McMurphy's road to control the hospital is blocked by
Nurse Ratched (Kristen

Krysmalski). Thereali~tic por~
trayaloftheemotionless,hardnose, dictator-type Nurse
Ratched by Krysmalski only
strengthens the overall feel of
tension in the audience.
· ·I now realize that it is not
tension I'm feelingi but rather
the numbriess in my r'ear~end.
, I shift The play continues.
Not only do Goetz and
Krysmalski mesmerize the au-

dience, but there area handful
of supporting: actors and)~c-:
· tresses that heighten the role of
the two central figures.
_,· . BillyBibbitUaredJester)a~d
· his childish approach to hfe
brings out the compassion in
McMurphy; Benjamin Dunlap
and his work as the intelligent,
conservative Dale Heading
counterads · the antics of· the
other inmates. Scanlon (Adam
Bruce Cousins), Cheswick (Peter Muehlenkamp), Martini
(Jason Beck) and Ruckley(J.
Melville Strom) are funny as
alJ hell. They keep the production flowing with their individual impressions of mental
patients. ,
.
David Cassesa had the duty
of playing thefrustrated Chief
Bromden, resulting in a quiet,
·yet powerful performance
(subtle, yet pungent). ·I shift
again. • · ·. · . '•.. ·,, .. ··, •
Two hours (with a J:>reak in
, between) is.alLthat it fakes·to
witness greatness. I have even
been moved to go out and rent
the movie again. What do you
have better to to do ona Thursday, Friday or Saturday night?
Support the young actors wh()
worked for months to perfonn,
this play to perfection.· It's extremely funny, what else do
you need?

c;eati~·;'·costuming ideasfor H?lloween
By Sara Hayes
.The Xavier Newswire

Tiredofcuttingholesinyour
sheets or paper-bagging you
facewhenever0ctober31 rolls
around? Here is your chance
to look and learn about where
you can buy a cheap, yet tit~]lating Halloween costume m
stores close to campus. ,
, For the 1960's, or any other
retro look, g<!rb is available at·
Trivet's Boutique and Antiques;917RaceSt. downtown.
Head down into the basement
to find clothes and jewelry that
will transform you into the
flower child of your dreams. ·
If your costume taste leans
more towards the costumes
with theatrical flair, you are in

ment is having a sale on old
theatre costumes on the U.C.
campus. Can't make it on
Thursday? Don't fret, yet!
Stagecraft, located at 39~0
Spring Grove . area m
Northside,offersthousandsof
used costumes for sale, along
with over 7,000 ·costumes .
available for rental use.
·second'Harid, Rose, 1030
DeltaAve.inMt.Lookout(and
another store at8286 Winton
Road),alsohasavarietyofused ·
clothes and costiimes for sale
arid rental , along, with wigs,
Halloween make-up, masks,
hats and vintage clothing; _··
. Don't forge_t about the
Norwood Salvatiqn Anny at ·.
22soParkAve;whereyoucan
always find the suitable taste-

~~be;~~?t~~tin~~~~~ia~f ~: ri!:t~.to fi~l your Hallow- '~=: . . .

.

... ,

_ ., ····· .. ,

..

.

see page 11
Cincinnati's Theatre Depart. . . . . . • . , .· • .. ··
,.
·~ · · .... · ..., . , ..· . . · • .
, ..
.. __ .............. ...;..............Finding-pktURS-ef-yeur.-par-ent&.and the-fa1n1ly. . pet .m .Madonna-.s~newJ>O.ok.-.. -- · · · · · · · · · · ·•· · · · · · · · · · ·
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History of Halloween
By Molly A. Donnellon

'to be roaming around and
playing tricks, the Druids set
out to subdue them (while still
honoring the sun god), so they
When we were younger, would sacrifice horses and
Halloween was a time to dress human beings; Theses pracup and collect as much free tices were outlawed by the
candy as we could get our Romans during their rule of
hands on. Now that the fun Britain in A.O. 61.
. Later in 834, Christians
and games for most of us has
died to a·. minimal, it's inter- changed their All Saints Day
esting to look past the candy; from May 1 to November t in
costumes.· and gags and find an attempt to Christianize this
outwherewecameupwithall pagan revel. All Saints Day
· .:
has since been the holy comof this.
. In the 7nd century,B.C. the memorationof all theh~iyones
Celtic order of J:)ruids, which whosenameswereknownonly
originated in Gaul, held a joint to .God. In their attempt,
festival to celebrate Samhain Christians connected them(summer's end), to honor the selves with the primitive savsuri god,. and Saman, the Lord age rites of the Druids.
of Death. On October 31, the
There are many undefined
Druids would gatJ:ter together origins of the trick-or-treating
. in homes bringing the ripened custom. One claims that the
grain to feaston. At that time, practice stems form the custom
the sun god was thanked for of "souling" or "soul-caking",
the harvest and given moral when Englishmen when about
support for.the upcoming cold begging· for soul cakes in reseasons. . .
membrance ofthe dead. The
Householders would extin.;. beggars,· in turn, promised ·to·
guish the fires in their hearths pray for the dead relatives of
on thisnighta11dgo toadesig~ those who had contributed
nated circle. Priests quenched (indulgences for the dead).
thesacredalterfirethenstarted .
Another possible origin
.a. l'\~W. f~re PY rub~.it;tg tpgE!tJ:\er comes from Ireland, where, on
pieces of hoty:oa}<.; Sparks AnSain'tsDay,'peasants went
from this fire were taken to from house to house collecting
various. J:ti~lsides where great .•money so they could buy food
bonfires were lit, like those of for afeast. The Irishmen would
Midsummer .Eve.. This was request the money in the name
doneinworshiptotllesungod ·~ of Muc}<Olla,a druid deity, or
and alsosery~ as a protector .·St. Co,lumba. Prosperity was
from any wandering eyil spir- assured to those who gave
..
· .. ..
its. ·
. · .. generously and threats were
The Celts als<) beli~ved that voiced againstthose who gave
on October 31', the Lord of very little.
So this Halloween when the
Death called up all ofthe souls.
of.those who had died OVer the . children are .coming .·to your
past year w_ho, to make up for door garbed in disguise, reflect
their. sins, had been living in on the origin of this interesting
thebOdiesofanimals.Thelord. ·.day that is forever being ~
then decided.who would goon•.. fined.-~ecall not orily that this
tothe the Druid 'equivalent of. isareligiousholiday,butaday
heaven;· \Vh~ w:ould remain tp remember those deceased
and in .whafform: ., . .
al'.ld flirt with the possibility
· Since this was.the evening that, through Saman, spirits
that dei:>arted spirits were said maybe lurking in the shadows.
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Position descriptions and applications for
Manresa Student Director and Core Members
are now available.
See Sally Watson, Student Development
Office for more information call 745-4893.
Application deadlines:
Director: 11-13-92 and Core: 11-20-92.
.
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Applications for Orientation Assistants will
be available Januacy 13, 1993.

< .

that this is due to the fact that
the best-seller's list applies to
.. what distributors; rather than
.. consumers purchase. As a ~
sultofbeinga best-sel~er, some
. Local bookstores·. are al- stores marked the book 25 per
ready sold out ofJhis bOOk. cent off immediately.
One store. reported. that .the . When I brought my copy of
Friday after the book was on Sex to class last· week , the
sale, only one copy remained. . peo~le who were previously
The book was(announceda making the derogatory rebest•seller; before it. even .hit . marks' were the same ones.
the retaillevet · ··
•· · · ' · peering ov~r my shoulder.
· One distri~utorexplail\eci ·

~SEX
from page.10 ·

.

,
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What's your worst
Halloween nightmare ?
•James O'Brien, junior,"Being the only one
clothed in Madonna's new book Sex."
•Mark Rogers, junior,"Eating a Bite Size Milky
Way with a stiletto in it."
•Al Pelekoudas, grad. student, "Going to O.U.'s
Halloween Bash, waking up with a girl and
realizing that wasn't a costume she was wearing
last night."
•Brian Doyle, junior,"Running into Elvis at
White Castle and not having a camera - and
even worse, not remembering any of his songs."

Name l~at lune. Mr. ~~ock! ·
• This celebratory gathering occurs at my
'behest and I shall be lachrymose if if' so befits
me.
•She chooses to purchase a terraced. incline ·.
directed toward. a postlife porodisiacol region.

• Adieu, jaundiced vehicular pathway
consisting ,of blocks of baked clay:
''·r

•You provide illumination for the period of
time delimited by my nativity and the

:•.Aritj'we will .engage in much jub.ilant"10ctiVity

until such time as the ma.le parent chooses to
repossess her vehicle of motorized transport.

We· re· in t~e Nineties Now·

•Siobhan Millar, senior, "Cohen Center would
go up in flames with all of her art work inside."
(She's working on her thesis.)

Maligned Group

•Sue Willoughby, senior, "Taking off my
Halloween costume - and nobody notices.''

New, Politically Correct Name

I Aogc: l""oo'

•Kim Niederhausen, senior,"Being hounded by
a Newswire reporter with an unanswerable
question."

::::: :;

::~~:'

! Sorting assisra1.rs, collators
i--D~ughnut glazers-·-:--.--

People of culler
People of cruller

i. Grear

People ?f cooler

Bear repairpersons

·\_Eenveri_~ ___________P_e_o_p_Ie_o_f_C_o_l_o_ra_d_o.;..____

-'----J

i Vegerarians

The /-lea.rt Is ct Lonely

People. of cauliAower
/-11(11/er

fans

• The leather coverings now
encasing my pedal
extremities hove been
manufactured for the
specific p\Jrpose of
ambulatory forward
motion.
·-1"

~ Squ~e-d~nced~ejays__.-·--~--P_e_o~p_le~·-o~f-~c;_1l_Ie_r_ _ _ _ _~

•Tim Moore, junior, ''Mark Tompkins eating all
of my Halloween candy."
•Amy Russell, senior,"Running into Brian Doyle
and Elvis at White Castle."

complete cessation of my .metabolic.
· functions>
··
·

·'

People of McCullers

'

• Expresses deep affection
toward yours truly in the
· mannerof a hardened
igneous object.
• Please remove yourself
from the immediate vicinity
of my visible collection of
minute water particles,. Dr.
McCoy.

Are the bad boy Bea~tiesb3ck?
By Molly A. Donnellon

The Xavier Newswire
Just when you think there are no
more bad boys of music, The Beastie
Boys smash onto the music scene again.
After the hype they received from the
"Licensed To Ill" LP in 1987, the Beasties
have recently concentrated more on
theirmusicthanon taintingtheirimage.
Their latest release, "Check Your
Head," is practically the only album on
which they're actually playing their
instruments. Formerly, they relied
upon mixing, or the talents of D.J.
Hurricane to pull them through a show
musically, while they rapped their asses
off, preying on under-aged girls in the
audience.
.
These days, sadly, areover. How- ·
The Beas tie Boys perforrning Bogarts from I~ r: MCA, Ad Roek, Mike o;
ever, there is a lot to be said, musically,
for what The Beasties are doing now.
5ongs from the past. Still, if you
While they have completely tamed in Yauchswearshe'smovingback foNYC
their stage antics, their show has never as soon as possible). ·Adam Horowitz, were a former fan of their grungy stage
been better. Having seen them over 15 The King Ad Rock, recently wed aetress show, you may be disappointed. But I
times live, I can honestly say they're Ione Sky of "River's Edge", "Say Any- . guarantee they'll makeup for it when
thing" arid "Wayne's World".· Adam you hear them play. .
. .
getting better.
Yauch
(MCA),
on
the
other
hand,apYou
can
catch
their
show
this
Perhaps this is due to the fact that
each one of the band members is busied pears to be turning inward for amu~ Thursday at Hara Arena ht Dayto~,
they'll be headlining for The .Rollins
with other things. Mike Diamond now ment, meditating and reading.
togethe~
·However,
they
still
come
Band.·
For ticketinfonnation, .call .
owns a clothing store in California,
· T~cl(etrofr.. '
· ·· · ·
· · · · · ··
wheri
it's
time
to
perform,
playing
very
where all the Beasties live now (though
. . _.r.,

at

few

·Midterm grades.
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Senio~r
'

By David Canty .,

The Xavier Newswire
Imagine, if you will, preparing for the first day of class.
You are late, and you finally
walk in only to notiee both of
your grandparents: sitting in
the front row.
Thisseenario ~ybeplayed
out o on some campus soon if
not already.
A· November 1991 issue of
Newsweek examined the issue
of older students returning to
school ..
In the article entitled,
"School Days for Seniors: Retirees are .flocking to college,
eager to learn," theauthorscite
a growing market for seniors
interested in learning. Some of

year was never like this
.

..

the reasons seniors seek higher tuition and fees to older stueducation include fulfilling a dents. Boston University's
personal void , keeping busy Evergreen program for older
due to the "Empty Nest" syn- students, for example, allows
drome, and quenching the un- its students to take classes for
dying thirst of education.
$15 each.
Daniel Wynkoop, a Yale
Other institutions have begraduate, finally received his gun to design whole programs
degree at the age of 86. He had unique to this growing market.
been expelled from the uniW hen Stanford started the
versity in 1925 for getting Continuing Studies program,
married. In the article, there were over 700 students
Wynkoopsaid, "I've never had enrolled and over 50% were
so much fun."
_
elderly students.
In1989,theCensusBureau's
Professors say that teaching
count of American studtntsage adult learners is a pleasure.
50 and over enrolled in college · Some even prefer these stucourses was 320,000.
dents to their undergraduate
Colleges and universities ones. " I don't mean to denihave recognized the growing grate Stanford students, but it
needs of older students.
is a joy to look out at an audiSome states require that ence and see them (elderly
universities and colleges waive students) hanging on every
word," said biological-sciences
professor Craig Heller to the
Stanford News.
Stanford also offered a five-

year Master of Liberal Arts
program to part-time students.
Eighty five students applied
for 20 available seats and the
majority of theapplicarits were
elderly students.
In 1962, The New School for
Social Research in New York
started what was called
"Learning In ·Retirement"
study· groups. These study
groups were established solely
for older students. Members of
LIRgroupspayannualfeesand
design their own.courses while
recruiting instructors.
Many Institutions have LIR
programs. For example,
Delaware's Academy of Lifelong Leaming" is one the biggest LIR programs in the
country. More .than 1,400 students are enrolled in over 110
courses. LIR older students
learn with their peers. "They
may be interested in World
War II, but they want to discuss

it with other people who lived
through it, not with some 18year-olds for whom it is ancient history," said University
of Delaware associate provost
Richard Fischer.
This trend in higher education for the elderly is growing.
Newsweek says that by the
end of the century, more and
more elderly students will be
attending college.
The Baby Boomers will be
the biggest segment in America
to watch for as they reach the
age of retirement. With the lifeexpectancy of most Americans
growing, these people will
probably haveanother25 years
of life ahead of them.
A former judge and major
benefactor of the University of
Delaware, Roxana Arsht ,age
76, summed it up best when
she said, "If you've been running all your life, you don't
just suddenly stop."

Oktoberfest at Xavier

Photo by Holly Brooks

Communter assistants serve up German fare on the Mall.

Vanilla Ice joins New Kids on the Block.
.. -.... --... -. -....... -................. ···--------------------·------- -- - ------··- ..·---·--- ....-:. ..... ·.. - ....... .......... ____ -,
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Alumni provide
career information
By Amy Helmes

The Xavier Newswire
The Career Planning and
Placement Center is offering
students a unique opportunity
gain information and insight
on many different careers while
meeting with Xavier Alumni.
The center will sponsor the
Alumni Career Information
Fair on Wednesday, November 4 in the Downunder from
1:30 to 4:00.
Xavier alumni representing
18 career fields will be on hand
to provide information and
answerquestionsaboutcareers
and fields of study.
In addition to helping students learn about different jobs

and course requirements necessary for them, the fair will
enable students to make valuable contacts with professionals in their fields of study.
These contacts may later
serveasanimportantreference
for the students when they are
looking for a job.
Carol Quilty, a career counselor who helped plan this
event said, "It is not often that
one can find information a bout
so. many different careers in
one room."
Quilty also stressed the advantages of talking to the
Xavier alumni representatives.
"It's nice to go and talk to
someone who's been where
you've been and knows where
you are coming from."

MARKETING

RESEARCH

EARN HOLIDAY MONEY.
WE NEED
IN'rERVIEWERS 'rO WORK EVENINGS AND.
WEEKENDS A'r OUR BLUE ASH OFFICE.
'rHERE IS NO SELLING INVOLVED AND
EXPERIENCE IS NO'r, REQUIRED. WE OFFER
FLEXIBLE PAR'r-'rIME HOURS . AND PAY $5
AN HOUR PLUS BONUS. YOU MriS'J! HAVE_
YOUR OWN 'rRANSPOR'rA'rION. . PLEASE CALL .
. LEE A'J! 984-5927. AF'rER. 2 PM.

TELEMARKETING

1·.

NEED EX'rRA MONEY FOR 'J!HE
HOLIDAYS?
EXPERIENCED
..
'J!ELEMARKE'rERS . NEEDED 'rO . EXPAND . '
EVENING 'J!ELEMARKE'J!ING S'rAFF~
fa:
OFFER FLEXIBLE HOURS.
$7/BR. BASE
.PAY + COMllIS'z'ON. WE . NEED
,..
HARDWORKING PEOPLE ·PfI'J!B EXCELLEN'J!
SPEAKING . SKILLS rzBA'J! ARE BIGBLr
MO'J!IVA'rED WORKING IN. A.
.
COMPE'J!I'J!IVE.· A'J!MOSHP.ERE. ' r.ou HUS,'J!
HAVE. YOUR. OWN. 'J!RANSPOR'J!A'J!ION. · -.:·
CALL JENNIFER A'l! · 984-9734. AF2'ER
.Pit.

£

I
' I
At GrearAmerican Insurance, we
recruit the best and the brightest for
positions ripe with challenges· and
rewards because they deserve the .
best op~rtuni
ties we can
provide...After
all, our trainees
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[ THE Cr()~swor~t

' by Befnlce Gonion ·

ACROSS

12

1 Where Jakarta
Is .
5 Where ValleH•

I·

13

14

I•

1O Singer L•n•
14 Tr•nslucent
slllca
15 Constellation
16 Lack of m••n•
17 Deadly night·
shade
19 Pleased
20 King of Persia
21 Apt to vary
23 Cargo ship
25 Plant
26 Gum·yleldlng

34
37

40

trees
29 Solar disk
31 Landonof
polltlcs
34 Kitchen
appliances
35 Grass used
forh•Y
36 Narrow Inlet
. 37 Stormy
~1992 Tribune Madia services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
38 - ballerina
39 Headllner
40 B~lldlng wing
ANSWERS
41 Y.eb4canddhow 4 In every
42 Was
·
.•direction
5 Cover girts
conspicuous
6 Came up
43 Apprehend
7 -Yutang
44 Water buffalo ·
45 Bet' .: . . ' : 8 Very large
quantities
46 Baklngchamber
48 Famous
·
9 Curse
1o·wrath
50 One skilled In
11 Hung.composer
atrade
12 Spoutofa
53 Woolly
vessel ·
56 Camp beds
.13 Whirlpool
57 Campaniles .
60 Short jacket'
18 Angleson
branches
61 "-en Rose"
22 Lacoste
(Piaf song)
62 Settlement In :' 24,N.J,rlver · .
•· · 26: US biographer
Greenland ·
· - ·27. Sp. province .
63 Eur. capital
28 Shape of some
64 Indians
51 Newil 1&ct1on
39 Tailed'.
·-trou1&rs
65 Valley
f0rshort. ·
41 Lowvolce
30 Selleck and
52 -beer
42 •Office worker
Smothers
DOWN
54 Slender brlstle
:45 Aiseverates
·32 Forest vine
1 Chore
55 Oftlme
· 47 Fr. river
.33 Got along ·
·2 Tip
5858
49 Kukla's friend
35. Kind of muffin
3 Farewell,
59 Thatglrt
.·· 38 Easily moved·
50. Maple genus
Brutus

YEAH BOB by Dair,1 _KJ~oMl<i

Oi~tribu.t~

by Tribune Media Services
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30

31

OCTOBER

28
29

• ISS Coffee Hour at 3:30 p.m. in The Romero
Center.
• "Veg-out'' at The Dorothy Day House from 5:30
-6:30p.m.
• Prong will be performing at Bogarts a.t 9 p.m.

• Lyle Lovett will be performing at Music Hall
at 8 p.m., call Ticketron for tickets prices.
• The Beastie Boys along with The Rollins
Band will be doing their thing in Dayton
tonight at Hara Arena. Remember boys, right
after the show, blot across the state line, you're
wanted here in these parts.

Campus Reps wanted.
Motivated students can
expect to earn good pay in
growing company. Call
Matt Henniger at 1-800899-WORK for more
information.
Summer Internship available
for Marketing/ Business/
Management majors. Earn
$5000-$8000 in Managerial
position. For more information contact Matt Henniger at
1-800-899-9675
·

• Halloween.
• The Run Like Hell soiree begins later tonight with performances by The Remains
and Fast Forward.
• The Afghan Wigs will be performing at Bogarts.
· •
•
• Registration for the Run Like Hell soiree and run will begin at 6 p.m. at the Sports
Center. Price is $15 and includes a run through the cemetary, entertainment and
free refreshments.
• Jason returns from the dead.
• All Saint's Day.
• PRSSA Sponsors guest speaker Dr. Edward Bernays, the father of public relations. He'll speak on hoe PR has helped create the modern world. XU Theatre, 10
a.m.
• Catherine Wheel at Bogarts. 7p ,m.
,,,
• VOTE.
• VOTE
·.··
• VOTE. Do nothing else. This is the most important thing you can do until 1996!

Imagine!! College Ski Week
in Steamboat, Colorado, 6
nightscondominiums, 4 out
of 5 day lift ticket, all for
under $100. Call Dave 1800-999-1301

Seeking highly motivated
full/parttime AM and PM
line/fry cooks. Excellent
advancement opportunities,
working conditions, ·health
Immediate opening for
benefits
and paid vacations.
student to distribute promoApply
IN
PERSON ONLY 9tional materials oncampus.
Flexible, part-time hours. Call 11 am or after 4:30 Pill, Mon
Kathy at 1-800-592-2121 ext. thru Sun; 9546 Montgomery
Road, Cincinnati
127.

Telemarketing/
Research .

Now hiring days~ nights,
weekend shifts. No selling
involved. Growing company
seeking ~ore team members.
Earn over $6/hr. Will train
$$$$,FREE TRAVEL, AND you. Located near Lunken
R~~UME EXPERIENCE!! Airport/ 10 minutes away
I~d1v_idualsandStudentOrga- from campus. Call]ennifer
mzatmns wanted to promote for a personal interview- 871SPRING BREAK, call the 6900.
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

GREE I< S & CL UBS

Cooks and Servers
Needed
Experiencied need
only apply. Must be
able to work days,
call or stop by ·
Funky's Pub, 6892
Clough Pike 23.15090.

1
2
3

• SHARE Retreat begins. Can University Ministry for ~ore i~ormation, 745~3567.
• The Players will present "One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest m The Theatre.
• There will be a horror filmfest tonight at The Emery Theatre downtown. At 7:30,
"The House of Wax will be shown, following at 9:30 p.m;, "The Haunted Strangler.
• The St. Rita's Haunted House continues through th~ weekend.

RAISE'ACOOL
1

1000 .

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBERWuOCAusl
No obligation. No cost.
You allo pi 1 FREE
BEADPBONE RADIO
jlilt for c:allina .

1.aoo.'3U521, Ext. 65

Customer Service
Holiday Help
$5.50-$6.00 Nov. 2 thru Dec.
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Who do we vote for· and what·are ·the issues?
By Matt Alander
Perspectives editor
Trick or treat! Could the presidential election be held closer to a more
appropriate holiday than Halloween? I
don't think so. Watch out for those
razorblades in the candied apples kids,
they wreak havoc on your dental work.
Three of the presidential candidates gave us their song and da.nce
during those very informative televised
debates.
What are the issues again? A
politically inexperienced, in-out Perot?
Clinton's character? Bush's 20/20
hindsight? Although I watched all three
presidential debates and the vicepresidential debate, I'm still confused
as to what the issues are and who has
the solutions to the problems facing our
nation.
Politicians love rhetoric. American politicians love rhetoric with numbers, especially numbers dealing with
money and percentages. But I think
Benjamin· Disraeli said it best, "There
are three kinds of lies: lies, damned
lies, and statistics." Araon Levenstein
also had a quick .little witicism .about
stats, "Statistics are like a bikini .. What
they reveal is suggestive; but what they
conceal is vital."

These statements fit every type of
election or political situation you can
imagine. People who fight to convince
others how right and pure their position
is will manipulate glowing facts and
figures while forgetting to mention the
drawbacks and hindrances with their
plan.
"Four out of five dentists prefer
George Bushforpresident." Yeah, who
do those dentists work for? ·who picked
them? Who was the fifth dentist? What
did he have to say?....
These are questions you will never
find answered in all of George Bush's
speeches, press ·releases and commercials. Bush isthe man who refused
a political forum with MTV over the
summer because he doesn't have the
time or energy to hang around with
"teeny-bOppers." Doesn't he realize
those "teeny-boppers" are .the same
people who will inherit the problems he
creates? Bush is an old man, out of
touch with his country ·and its young
people.
.. • This is not to pick on Bush (althollgh I'd love the take advantage of
the opportunitY.), but Clinton and· Perot
are similar in nature.
When speaking of his experience
.of cradling a crack baby, Perot extrapolated the amount it costs the taxpayers

to treat crack babies instead. of ex- stretc.hedthefacts and figures in Gore's
pressing a desire to end these infants' book on the environment. Go back to
pain. He substituted statistics for com- your sandbox Danny, after you're done
passion. I think Perot is in love with with your spelling ·tutor~
American political rhetoric just as much
And as my roommates and I were
as any other candidate, even though watching the debate, we found a strik~
argues it is as deadly as the tsetse fly. ing comparison between Mr. Stockdale
. . Clinton. repeatedly_ stated tiow and the .. embarrassing uncle who's ·in
economic and educational standards everyone's family. ·"I'm sorry, could
have risen in Arkansas with him leading you repeat the question, I didn't have
the way as governor.. ~ut I n_oticed h~w my hearing aid turned on," said
comfortable with
narrowthosestatisticalcategorieswere . Stockdale. Yeah,
and. wondered how much .change it theideaofStockdaleaspresident,about
would take to increase these standard.s a$ comfortable as I would be with a tenin a state as small as Arkansas. These penny nail driven through my bare foot.
statistics are not irrelevant. by any'
So who
I going to. vote for? It's
means, especially to the people of Ar~ none of your damned·business! All I
kansas, but just because he pulled Ar- can sav. is that I'm disgusted with partikansas from the abyss of failure. in sari politics, American political rhetoric
certain categories, does not.mean he· and empty promises. Arid right now,
can do the same for 49 other states. ·.
l'rif unaware of a candidate who hates
.
If the men running· for vice~presl~ .. these as· much as me.
Atthispoint,thoseobscurecandident had theirown race, Senator Al
Gore would win hands down. He was . dates whose·. names you read for the
informed, statesman like, composed firsttime on the Nov. 3 ballot, seem like
and intelligent during their debate.
the best.way of voicing my disgust with
Vice-President Dari Ql.layle .re~ palitics without supporting a cand.idate
minded me of .the little snot on the who will actually ho.Id office. I know
playgroundwhowhinedandcomplained none of. these small''party.candidates
until he got his way~' He continually . will win, but hopefully· this. action will
interrupted each of the potential vice:. . help get the message to Washington
presidents during the debate; showed that not everyone is either a Democrat
disrespect .for .the moderator and•.. orRepuplican. · ·
.

I'm

am

Bush iS chOiCe by l'leceSsif}i, not bY et1t~tarnding ,<t~911ity
By Brett J. Hennle
Perspectives columnist
The '92. election is strange because it is still unclear whether any of
the three presidential candidates have
enough vision to lead our nation over
the next four years.
Estimates vary,· but most project
that both George Bush and Bill Clinton
will increase the federal deficit by about
$400 billion over the next four years, in
addition to the already expanding $4
trillion debt. This demonstrates that
neither Clinton or Bush has any idea
what is at the heart of this nation's
economic problems.
Consumers make up over 65°/o of
the gross national product, but neither.
one of these candidates has addressed
the reason why consumers continue to
refrain from spending ..
Do I sound like Ross Perot? On ·
economic. issues, Perot has more vision than either Bush or Clinton; but too
many imperative questions· still loom
unanswered to consider voting for him.
Perot's fatal flaw is whether he could
get legislation passed by Congress.
Over the last four years Yje have

seen George Bush have little success reduce the amount qt money consum:~- that have been relatively silent for the
getting bills through the legislative ers have to·. spend. by raising taxes. · last fifty years .. Ther,e will be more wars
branch. AUeast Bush had a minority Does Clinton really believe the gov~ erupting in Europe in the next two to
support in both houses of Congress. ernment can spend ol.lr money more twenty years;·: We are of the age when
Ross ·Perot ·has no party affiliation in effectively · tha.n ·we individuals can?.. we are subject.lo be drafted. Someone
CongressandwiHhavetowinamajority Pictures of $100 hammers and $300 I know in ROTC summed up my
of uncommitted votes every time he toilet seats are flying through my mind. thoughts exaCtly. He said, "I will not go
wants a piece of-legislation passed. ·
Clinton has yet to answer who is into.combat if Clinton orders me. I will
Also, Ross Perot has .been. a ·going to pay for theJegal part of his · not let a draft dodger send me to die."
Democrat all his life. He has a long tiealthcareplan. France, consideredfo
Bush has proven his ability to run
history of both verbal and financial have one of the best centralized health. an effective war:· As a soldier', I believe
support for the Democratic party, yet he . care systems in the world, is currenily . others would ;have confidence in his
chosenottorunduringtheprimaries. If facing millions of dollars in legal liabili- . abilitytoachievewhatwasneededwith
Perot was r~ally serious·about being ties· resulting-.from malpractice~type ··minimal loss of American life.· We will
•president he would have run as a lawsuits.· With the massive overpopu- ·need someone witlfsu-ch skills in the
Democrat In all likelihood he would lationof greedy. trial lawyers . in our White.- House over the next several
have secured the Dem0cratic norriina" . society I it does not take. much foresight years, because the United States .is
tion over Bill Clinton. Perotis notthat . to s~e. who will._ benefit from Clinfon's bound to end up:witha military comstupid, he knew frori\~he st~rt he did oot proposed system; Bottom line: a.Clinton mitinerit to places like Bosnia.
be, an economic disas-..
·..·.The bottom line: vote for Perot
have a prayer as an independent.· · · presidency
. .. What abOut Bill Clinton? I cheated ter for our nation; ·
·
. is a vote that does not count. A vote for
onmycountry;cheatedonmywifeandl
\
Who is George Bush? He is
Cli.ntOnisavoteforhigliertaxesforall,
lied about the whole.mess, but you can president who has been unable to.get an increase in. the deficit and overall
trust me. How ignorant does he thi!lk I a~yof his legis!aiiontrrough Congr~ss; . e.co.nomic insta~illty. ~-~ote tor Bush is.
am? ·Although . Clinton claims·. he will A m~n w~oselips I read w~ile I Ylatc.hed .. ive>te for continued government gridlock
only .raise taxes Ort those wi,th over ·taxes rise. He, like Clinton, hasUfi~to 'and.more partisan:bickerlng between
t~e White House andthe Congress. I
$200,000 in income, his record points me on national television.·
to a typical "tax everyone and spend
However, Bushliasastrongpoint. would rather see us drift across the
their money frivolously" philosophy.
.. We have seen communism fall in east- .plateau than to fall off the precipic.e. So
·
The worst thing a president could ern Europe. We have also seen .the , although i do notlike the idea, I have to
.
do for the recovering economy is to renewal of all the old ethnic rivalries.· vote for Geqrge Bush.
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History speaks lou·dly against Bush and Quayle
By Alfred L. Shockley
Perspectives columnist

avoided the draft. This includes some
top Republicans, cabinet members,
defense members and Quayle himself.
Also, I don't buy the argument that
Quayle's case is irrelevant. since he. is
not running for the presidency. History
shows that for one reason or another
the v.p. has replaced the commanderin-chief before the end of their term.
Also, eight vice-presidents have gone
ontobecomethenextelectedpresiclent.
This type of hyp0crisy has obviously
hurt the Bush/Quayle re-election bid.
,
"Who are you? Where ya been?

ThroughoutGeorgeBushandDan
Quayle's re~election campaign, we have
seen Bill Clinton and Al Gore accused
of waffling and their integrity has been
questioned. We don't hear any slander
fromthe Democratic ticket since Clinton
alld Gore choose to let their record
speak for itself .. It is my intention to
point out what the Bush/Quayle record
says and interpret it.
·· . lalwayswonderaboutaccusatory
people. I sayto myself, "Does he or she Where ya from? Gossip is burning on
have something they need to hide? tHe tip of your tongue. You lie so much
Maybe they're justtrying to distract me you believe yourself. Judge not/est ye
from their shortcomings." More times ·be judged yourself." - Metallica,·
than not, I find these people hypocrites. "Holier Than Thou."
· . One of the biggest questions Bush
Other escapades include the viceraised .about Clinton is his draft history; presidential deb~te where Quayle reBush would like us.to believe Clinton peatedly and childishly accused Gore
did unethical. things in averting· the arid Clinton ofwaffling. Most notably
Vietnam draft., The f.act is, there is nc) ·. would bethe assertion that Gore's book,
clear evidence showing Clinton dodged . calls for the American taxpayers to pay
the draft. More importantly, even if he $100 billion for environmental causes.
did dodge it, nothing suggests he did Gore ·suggests $100 billion should be
anything illegal or out of the ordinary in raised; but by an international collec·
tion, notsimplybytheAmericanpeople.
doing so.
I, a fell.ow student and son of a
Misrepresentation of data and.
Vietnam veteran, see a different picture distortion of· truths ·are a typical Bush/
of this situation. Remember, Vietnam Quayle strategy. Unfortunately, these
is not at question-. here, just Bush's statistics weren't restricted to the camtactics and Clinto.n's integrity. Clinton paign. The last. 12 years of Bush's
truly values education and is not afraid· career are loaded with controversies:
to stick to his beliefs .. 1don't. knowabout . the S&L Scandal, the Iran-Contra s_canyou, but' ithink a·Rhodes SctioiarstlipjO,' ~ .:'da(ancfn.lost recently ·fraq:Gate. •·"~ .· ·; ·
Oxford is 'Ciecei1t ex'cuse to avoid a
.· Let's take a closer look at the
tour in Vietnam. I admire Clinton for not issues and read between the lines. The
waffling· on his beliefs and insuring hi.s son of the so-called preserver of family
future with a prestigious education, values played a vital role in the type of
especially after witnessing the reper- questionable business practices that
cussions the war had on. bright ·indi, helped pave the road to recession. Of
viduals who had seemingly unlimited· course, the extent of Neil Bush's inpotential:
volvement i.n the S&L scandal is un. Furthermore, facts poirit out sev~ known, since the investigation was
eral other respected politicians· who never completed. To top it off, Neil h~s

a

just been cited for insider trading, but
again, there has been no completed
investigation.
Neil's father and ex-head of the
CIA pleads ignorance is bliss. Like the
'1eflon".President Reagan, George Bush
simply says, "I had no idea ... "when
asked about the Iran-Contra affair.
Finally, our commander-in-chief
might have inadvertently (?) aided
Hussein'scausespriortotheGulf War.
I think this all spells FAILURE.
Good Morning Vietnam has a
wonderful line that could just as easily
be directed towards George Bush.
DuringadiscussionregardingthenVicepresident Richard Nixon, a witty quip
was coined: "I'm a personalfriend of the
VP and I'm being kind when I say he
·has a trail of shit so long ... " Of course,
Nixon eventually became the president
and '1ather" of the right-wing republican ism we see today. I find It amazing
that one scandal was enough to force a
past president· ihto resignation, yet
several scandals are not enough to ruin
·out last two presidents.
,
lthinkBushisexcellentatcovering
his tracks. I'm also sure that doing so is
only one of the tricks he learned during
his career. However, one of Bush's
problems is he thought he could wipe
hisderrieresothoroughlynobodywould
realize who's diarrhea they were stepping into. Unfortunately for him, the
stench became so unbearable. most
·fellow ·Republicans': refose.to endorse:.
·or be publicly seen with him~

"No more! The crap rolls out your
mouth again. Haven't changed, your
brain still gela!in. ,Little whispers circle
aroundyour head. Why don't you worry
about yourself instead." - Metallica,
"Holier Than Thou"
This verse is eerily reminiscent of
Bush and Quayle. If anyone is guilty of
questioriing other people's integrity

,_#_._
.

I

while forgetting about their own record,
it would be Bush and Quayle. Also, if
anyone personifies a brain full of jello, it
is Quayle.
Quayle reminds me of a rodeo
clown . When the big bad cowboy gets
introubletheysendtheclowntodistract
the enraged beast. In this case the
cowboy is Bush, the angry animal is the
American people and the media, and of
course we all know who the clown is.
When Bush has been faced with
tough questions like, "What are you
going· to do about the recession you
refuse to acknowledge?," or, "Now that
the L.A. Riots have been over for severalweeks,whatareyougoingtodo?,"
he sent Mr. Potato(e)-head to a spelling
bee or told him to comment on the
season finale of "Murphy Brown."
Why would they criticize a popular and well-rated sit-com? Simple, to
divert the public and media from more
important issues while reinforcing the
family values platform. Unfortunately
for them, they overlooked a few vital
things before they leapt Bush and
Quayle meant to comment on nontraditional families like single mothers
(by choice and circumstances), lesbian
parentsandcareerorientedwomen. In
actuality, they jeopardized the votes· of
all unwed and divorced parents, the
whole homosexual population and an
important chunk of Republican women.
. Candice Bergman summed up
Quayle's idiocy
well oh the season
premier· episode of "Murphy Brown"
when she said to Quayle, "I realize the
country is in tough times. Now you may
choose to blame that on Congress, the
S&L scandal, the political party that has
been in office for the past 12 years, or .
.. me."
As far as my choice, I'd rather go
with a glimpse of hope over proven
failure anyday.
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Grafiffi begins political guest

Comments on door raise issues of party politics
ticked m~ off in the fii'st place.
on some rare occcasions, I get
a brilliant idea that if not a direct
solution tp the problem, it
On Thursday, September atleast makes me feel a little
17, I came home to my dorm better.
room on the second floor of ·
This time was one of
Brockman Hall after a long day those lucky ones. I managed
of classes and music rehersal. to keep two large pieces of
It was not until I had unlocked cardboard from my election
my door and stepped into my campaign for senator. I was
room that I noticed what had · also lucky enough to be in
happened.
possession of a MAGNUM 44
Some rather "brilliant" large red marker. Having no
floor-mate who must have seen other use for these tools after
me wearing my "Clinton '92" the election was over, I decided
tee-shirt had decided to write a to use them in my current plan.
rather vulgar comment about
I wrote in large blocky
my political opnion. I had not .letters across the top of the two
tried· to sway anyone the day pieces of cardboard: "THE ·
before when I wore this par- DEBATE::;,.__ DEMOCRAT OR
ticular tee-shirt, I was simply REPUBLICAN." Then in
supporting my choice for smaller print at· the bottom of
president. this "creative" stu- the board; I wrote, "Put what
dent must have belived he you want, but at least put your
could put me in my place by name."
defaming my door.
Surprisingly; within three
It did not work.
days, the board was chalk full
You see, I am still the of people's comments-some
free-thinking-happy-go-lucky intelligent and some not as b~il
democrat I was the day before liant as the student who started
this incident. The only differ- all this by writing on my door in
ence now is that l'.m pissed off. the first place. You the reader
Wheri I getang,Y, I usually huff will be able to discern which of
and puff around for about an those categories '.the following
hour, brooding on whatever comments fall into.
·

By Michael Patrick Burton
Guest columnist

"Because democrats are
. "Neither - they both damn money and its bulls-t
suck, 'and plan to f-k up the whentheysaytheywillgivethe . as-les, and my fatl:ler wants
country one way or another," middle class a tax break. I to keep his job, not lose it to
by J.D.JThe initials have been drink, but I don't swallow!" some democratic jackass who
changed to protect the names R.R. I believe the statement does not know how to tax the
of the innocent.)[corney I know] "Read. my lips" says it all here.. nation." -,-B.O. This one stand
Maybe there are better men Clinton plans on making a tax by itself. However, I have not
J.D.,butwehavetopickoneor cut for the middle class. Thi.s come across in any of Bill
the other Lor one of the repre- seems impossible right? Not if Clinton's literature any specific
sentatives of the minority par- wemaketherichpaytheirshare plan to ocetipy B.O.'sfather's
tieslandwe might as well pick of the taxest like the rest of us. job,
Clinton earned his
theonewhohasnot"f-kedup
~'Republican - because bachelor's degree from
the country" yet. After all, we the wondei"ful democrats ·are Goergetown University and a
might as well give someone planning. on terminating thou- · law degree from Yale Univerelse a try at it 'ea? Bush o.nly sands of wonderful peciple's sity. He was also a Rhodes
got about halfog that doen in jobs by their military cutbacks·, Scholar at Oxford University.
his four.years..
while Bush will ease out the this does not sound like a
"Republican - because process so it won't be quite as simple-minded man who is
even tho.ugh change is good, it hard on the people."-:- D.C. Is unable to assess the needs of
can lead to great disaster if · this the same Bush that plans the people. Maybe B.O. knows
usedingreatquanties."-:-B.P. oneaSi!1QOUtoftherf3ces~ion?. something abOut Clinton we
I think when people perceive lsthisthesameBushwhoplans · don't.Butifhedid,B.O.decided
Clinton, they see some type of on easing out the .amount of nofto add if to the rest of his
monster who is set On the de- · taxes the rich pay?. Is tliis the wonderfully.thought provoking
struction of our country by same BIJsh who plans on eas-. statement. · . ·
meddeling with the system so ingthetaxburdenjusta little bit
I might have upset some
much it collapses. Serving in rn0reonthebacksofthemiddle . people here. I hope so, behis fift~. term as governor of and lowerclasse.s? This.is the .. causethatwasmygoal. Maybe
Arkansas, he has been ranked time .for action, and not. easing. you• will get so upset, you will
by his fellow governors as the in and out of things. We have . want to cliew me outfor being
most effective governor in the.· been easing ourselves into
'Wrong. Bµtforttiesakeof God,
country. This does not seem ·. . recession, and it is time to get please have some sense about
like a mad man bent on the ourselves out.·
·.your reasoning! I could really
destruction of the natioi't .
.
And fin~lly' the Co~pe- care less abOuthOW;YOU vot"Aepublican - because de-graceofreasonswhytovote' justas:lo.ng .. you know who
. .
.
you are
voting'for.
democrats
spend too much for Bush..
.
.
: .. .
.
.
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sights. 1. do not feel, though; that either . he

What is best for us in the next four
years? We will express our answers to
that question with out presidential votes
in the General Election. Only one real
option exists, and it includes something
more than choosing between the three
main candidates. Choosing, however,
is the first step we must take. The extra
step will come later. Now let us look at
whom we must choose.
George Bush must be re-elected.
If he is not, we will not have an effective
executive branch for some time as the
Democrats dust off the skills they have
not been called upon to use for 12
years, or as Ross Perot scratches his
head and wonders why there are so
many chairs in the Cabinet Room.
Only the republicans· under their
current leadership have the troops and
equipment in place to continue the

personally, but no other means exist for

ca~ t _fill

the ;required

secon~ JOb,

all levels ·of government also; The state
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Term limitations an important issue on November ballot
By Gene Beaupr'
Guest columnist
Most of the attention given
to this year's election, at least
by the media and the political
pundits; focuses on candidate
races: presidential, congressional, county commissioner
and so on. However, when we
walk into the voting booth on
Tuesday, N~vember 3rd, we
will be faced with several important statewide ballot issues
that could have a direct bearing on our lives and on the way
government is conducted in
Columbus and in Washington.
There are five statewide
issues on the November ballot
including
call for a state
constitutional convention (Issue 1), a bitterly contested
proposal requiring businesses
to provide warning labels on
consumer products (Issue 5),
and three separate proposals
to limit the length of time a
personcanholdcertainelected
offices. Issue 2 seeks to limit
United States se.iators from
Ohio to two succes;ive terms
and United States re~ ·9sentatives from Ohio to· foi.. · suecessive terms.
Issue 3 proposes a·11, iit'
of two successive terms 01.
State senators and four· sue-

a

cessive terms for State representatives.
Issue 4 limits various state
administrative elected offices
. such as Lt. Governor, Secretary
of State, and State Treasurer,
to two successive terms offour
years each ..
Term limitation seems to
be an idea whose time has
come. A recent statewide poll
showedthat70percentof likely
voters support term limits. In a
politicalclimatewherethepublie is often characterized as
disinterested, apathetic and
disgusted with the campaign
process and government in
genera(, term limits seam to
havetheappealof''fat-free"ice
cream. Perceived by many as
providing visceral satisfacUon
with a minimum distortion of
the overall structure. Some
·argue, however, that it is a
poli~ywithlittlenutritionalvalue

for the body politic.
Actually, the idea of term
limitations Js not a new one.
Classical Greek and Roman
governments had term· limitations on elected representatives.
The American
colonialists advocated term
limits. Some early state constitutionslimitedthetenureoftheir
-:i:>Oliticaf1eaders. ·the JXrticies
of Confederation, that created
a loose union of states after the

Revolutionary War, stated that
"no person shall be capable of
being a delegate for more.than
three in any six years." A
proposition to limit terms was
debated at the Constitutional
Convention in 1787 but was
defeated.
Term limit proponents
argue that the American politicians have lost tough with those
they are elected to serve. Politics has become a money game
in which elected officials take
advantage of their office to raise ·
huge sums of money, mostly
from special interest groups
seeking to influence policy decisions.
At campaign time, these
politicians use their warchest
of campaign funds to hire expert
"handlers" who shape a positive, caring public image of the
politician in what has become
the "electronic commonwealth"
of American politics.
Proponents argue that
neither challengers nor voters
have a chance against this
onslaught. lnordertocompete,
challengers have to either be
independently wealthy (Ross
Perot, for example) or be willing to partake in the ritual
courtship of moneyed special
interests.· Typically,. over· 90·
percent of the incumbents
seeking re-election win. This

rate of return is higher. than it
was in the former Soviet Union
before the fall of communism.
Term limit advocates
contend that voters are blinded
by the overwhelming resources
incumbents have. Consequently, there is no "real" choice
at election time. Instead, we
either return elected officials
while we complain about the
rest of government, or we don't
bother to vote at all.
Those opposed to term
limitation are often willing to
admit the system isn't working
the way it should. They agree
that government appears to be
gridlocked and out of touch.
Theywam, however, thatthings
are not so bad. We should give
up our freedom to choose
whomever we want to represent us, even if that means
returning a long-time officeholder.
Opponents say term limits won't do what they are billed
to do and there are less drastic
measures that can substantially
improve the electoral system.
They advocate stronger campaign finance laws, incentives
to limit campaign spending, free
media time to allow challengers to compete and permit a
better airing of the issues and a
reduction in the "perks" provided elected officials (such as

large staffs and free mailing)
that aidthem in their re-election
efforts.
One final note, many
states that have passed or are
considering term limitations include a provision that makes
the implementation of term
limits dependant on a specific
number of states enacting
similar legislation. This approach prevents a state from
losing the important power
provided in Congress through
the seniority system. The Ohio
ballot proposal limiting U.S.
senators and representatives
(Issue 2) does not contain this
contingency. Some argue that
failure to include this contingency could lead our state to
continually be represented by
"junior'' legislators who would
be less able to secure the federal resources w~ need.
Public opinion surveys in
Ohio and nationally- indicate
thatthe opponents of term limits
have not presented alternatives
that have caught on with the
American electorate. If opponents hope to defeat the term
limit movement here and
around the country, they must
find something that allows voters to vent their feelings of ineffectiveness, ·distrust and anger with the current way we
elect and govern.

Issues on the Ohio ballot
ISSUEI
A question proposed in Article
16, section 3 of the Constitution of
the State of Ohio, to be submitted to
the electors in the general election of
November 3, 1992.
Article 16, Section 3 reads as follows:
."At the general election to be held in
the year one thousand nine hundred
and thirty-two and in each twentieth
year thereafter, the.question: "Shall
there be a convention to revise, alter,
or amend the constitution," shall be
submitted to the electors of the state;
and in case a majority of the electors,
voting for and against the calling of
the convention, shall decide in favor
of a convention, the general assembly, at its next session, shall provide,
by law, for the election of delegates,
and the assembling of such
sonvention, as is provided in the
preceeding section; but no amendment of this constitution, agreed upon
by any convention assembled in
pursuance of this article,
- continued on page 8
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Candidates compare to Biblical characters
By Khary K. Turner
Perspectives columnist
To ask me who I want for
president is like asking Satan
what religion is. I simply have
no idea. As a citizen of the
United States, I am concerned
for the future of this country.
But the areas about which I am
most concerned are the areas
which receive the least amount
of attention.
First of all, I realize that it
took two terms for Reagan and
one for Bush to break America's
progress down this far. That is
12 years of pain and suffering.
And, since it takes longer to
heal than it does to injure, we
will not see complete recovery
in four years. That is a fact we
must face. We have been cut
deeply and we are still bleeding. Yet, the initial stages of
recovery will be the most important. You know, make-orbreak years?
The recovery· of the
American economy depends
on many factors, and many
short-term and long-term goals.
The long-term goals are most
pertinent. For long-term healing you need long-term inputs.

If the next president has no
long-term plans and programs
for America, we will be back to
square one by 1996.
So who should we roll
with? Let's see. Ross Perot
talks about us being "in this
together," and of us being in
need of real leadership. Yet,
he could not lead himself two
months ago. He's out.
George Bush has no
plans for an improved
economy. He does have plans
for a richer upper class, though.
Only problem is that most
Americans are not rich. We
are screwed if he is reelected.
Bush's idea of black and native
America is drugs and gangs,
alcohol and prostitution, respectively. In his mind, the
best solution for the plight of
black and native America is
prisons and reservations. He
rarely mentions education in
detail.
Bill Clinton seems to be
the best pick for me, as a black
man who qoesn't stand much
chance for good representation
on the federal level anyway.
Yet, like I said last week, he
has no respect for the voice of
young African Americans.

Woe.
Oh, woe is me. Woe is
the middle .class. Woe are the
poor. Won't you woe with me?
The choices we have are
laughable. Curious George.
Perot the Punk. And .... Bill (I
guess)? The only thing I want
seriously is Bush out of office.
He's dangerous enough without being president. Just ask
the CIA. Other than that I don't
·care who becomes the next
president.
What I urge all to do is
worry about your next senators, representatives, law enforcement officials( Black men,
vote!), mayors, city councils
·and school boards. Since none
of your presidential candidates
are to be taken seriously, pay
attention to those off ices which
affect you more directly and
intimately. Change begins
within, not without. However,
do vote.
Me? I got James Brown
as a write-in candidate for
Funky President of the United
Snakes of America with Arrested· Development's lead
vocalist Speect1 for write-in V.P.
Peace, love, and rubber
gloves.

Perot offers plan to lift U.S. out of' beauracracy
.

By David Birdsall
Perspectives columnist

The problem with writing
about politics is that its like
writing about religion: compared to yours everyone else's
appears stupid.
For example, if you were
to read about some religious
sect in Thailand that thinks
God wants you to drink your
own urine, you don't say to
yourself, " What an amazing
world we live in, where man
with has developed such a diverse system of beliefs in his
never ending quest to solve the
moral dilemmas of a changing
and complex world." No, you
say to yourseH, "These people
have the brains of a trout."
·
Meanwhile over in Thailand the sect members are
having a good laugh over the
fact that some American football players cross themselves
after scoring a touchdown. "As
if God cares abouttouchdowns"
they howl, tears streaming

.

down their faces, "say is this are admirable, I worry about Congress _(although the idea
my urine or yours?"
what he represents and how has merit). .
.
.
This same misunder- adversely it is going to affect
Thus, ·as concerned citistanding is found in politics as thecountryifboththeCongress zens the only real choice we
well, except it usually involves. and the White House are under have. is to vote for Ross Perot;
Republicans vs. Democrats. Democraticcontrol. The liberal whosadlyenoughsuffersfrom
These two groups are con- extremists would have a field a severe lack of credibility bestantly at each others throats day, allowing for more govern- cause of his in-again, out-again
about such things as the nientcontrolofeverythingfrom candidacy,whichhaditworked
economy and responsible the environment, to gays in the would have gone down in hisspending as if either of them military, to taxes on whatever tory as one of the greatest poknew anything about these suits their fancy.
l~icalrnanuversof alltinie. What
subjects.
Unfortunately however, Perot did was take a gamble,
Now miredina recession Bushishisownworstenemy, a hoping to avoid the inevitable
. (at least if you believe the polls) competent and able man who scrutiny by a sensationalist .
the country has backlashed is unable to give the impres- press,thathewasveryuncomagainst the previous twelve·· sion of an effective leader. In fortable with. He dropped out ·
years and has decided that the all fairness, much of what hap- with every intention of coming
theme of change being pened inthe economy was not back. Thanks to himthe issue
preached by the Democratic his fault, because we operate . became the. economy and the
party is one that should be rec- .under an economy that is candidates wer.e forced to deal
ognized in our decision on greatly influenced by business with it for the first time.
electing the president.
.
cycles, which is something tie
HehasofferedacompreAs hard as this is for me can do very little at>Out. He had hensive albeit painful plan that
toadmitlhavetoagreethatthe some great moments, espe- has. been given a legitimate
offer is tempting. There is cially the Gulf War, but it is chance for success by a nu~
somethingalmostsinisterinBill economicheroicspeop,lewant, ber of ·economists: Perot's
Clinton's apj>eal to the conser- not foreign affairs, and. there strong suit is that he is a busivative moderates. Although I was no way Bush Could bomb ness man, not a politician, and
like the man an~think his id~as a stubborn, corrupt, pork-filled he is a p~triot who cares a.bout

.

his country. Hisgoalistomake
us an economic super-power
once again, without all the political foot dragging. Inevitably
people will say that a· vote for
Perot is vote wasted, but I
don't believe they have taken
his candidacy into perspective,
whether he can win ornot isn't
all that important, because if he
can garnish enough votes the
future President may be pressured into offering him a cabinet post where he could extremely effective. It is really the
only hope our nation has of
doing anything about our financial mess.
In 1992theissuesare no
longer black and white, they
are green and in order for us to
deal with any of the other issues that face us (i.e. drugs,
crime, abortiOn) we must first
make ourselves strong again.
The only way to do this is to
force the.government to take
responsibility for the mess they
created and the only man to do
th,is is Ross Perot.

a
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Issues define the candidates,
citizens define the issues
election as well. By demonstrating the importance of issues such as abortion, quotas
and the equal distribution of
In the third and final government power, women
presidential debate, George and minorities are beginning to
Bush accused Bill Clinton of show officials on the state and
trying to please everyone with national levels that things are
his ideas and proposed poli- no longer run by middle-aged
cies. Although it does seem .white males. Although the
impossible to please everyone process is slow and frustrating,
at the same time, these politi- it takes time and patience to
cal heavy-weights seem to be bring about change. Rome
missing the point. Instead of wasn't built in a day and
attempting to please everyone Washington certainly will nor
by trying to solve all of. the be torn down and rebuilt in as
United States' problems, mod- minimal amount of time either.
ern American politicians and
Everyone in this country
citizens alike should first ~ has a special interest in what
QQDim the problems that need policies our leaders enact.
to be solved. Nothing can be Whetherwe are concerned with
solved if it is not brought to gay rights, equality and respect
anyone's attention. Granted, it for women and minorities, help
is virtually impossible to please for our country's .poor and
ever}' single citizen but politi- homeless, or evenforthe future
cians can at least listen andtry. our children face, it is impos·As compared to the last sible not to be affected by
generalelectionfouryearsago, · modern politics.
it seems as though more isOne issue that concerns
sues are being presented and me involves Native Americans.
more people are presenting I am ve,Y proud of my strong
them. Tliis is one of the. most Cherokee· heritage, but I ain
prevalent sig'ns of change in also disappointed with the lack
the United States; More people · of attention this group has· reare seeking attention and ceived.' However, as I have
whether or not their needs are pointed .out earlier, things are
m~t is a moot point. One must beginning to change.
first be heard before he is truly
It is unclear to me why it
listened to.
seems things are beginning to
-:- · One common example change. Maybe it is because I
most Xavier students can relate really. did not care four years
to is the role of the younger ago. Perhaps politicians and
voting contingency. For years the public are waking up and
it seemed as though politicians r~alizing there are serious
shunned the younger genera- problems facing the United
tion, but through pressure and States. Maybe people are reforced heightened awareness alizing that the best way to try
from young voters, politicians to please everyone is by lisare beginning to value this for- tening to them first. I just thank
God more people are beginning
gotten vote.
·
to
speak. Keep talking, they
Women and minorities
are gaining more power in this will listen.
By Kevin Dockery
Perspectives editor

v................ ., ........--····
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turning to the same office.
- continued from page 5
ISSUE 3
shall take effect until the same shall
have been submitted to the electors of Proposed constltutlonal amendment
the state, and adopted by a majority of Issue 3 will limit the terms of the Ohio
Senate to two consecutive four-year
those voting thereon."
terms. Members of the Ohio House of
ISSUE 2
Proposed constitutional amendment Representatives will be limited to four
Issue 2 will limit the terms of the mem- consecutivetwo-yearterms. Since 1951
bers of the U.S. Congress from Ohio. the terms of the President has been
Representatives will be limited to four limited. Ohioans have limited the
consecutive two-year terms. U.S. Governor's terms since 1954.
ISSUE4
Senators will be limited to two consecutive six-year terms. After serving Proposed constltutlonal amendment
their limited terms, members must sit Issue 4 will limit the balance of Ohio's
out for at least four years before re- executive branch to the same term lirn-

its that are placed on the Governor.
Since 1951 the terms of the President
have been limited. Since 1954 Ohio's
Governor has served under a limit of
two consecutive four-year terms.
The offices to be included are: Lieutenant Gov,ernor, Secretary of State,
Treasurer, Attorney General ahd Auditor. None of the current incumban~s will
be immediately thrown out of office due
to the passage of this amendment. The
terms to be limited begin with this
election.
ISSUES
Proposed law
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